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GLOSSARY
ADAPTATION
Adaptations are actions taken to help communities and ecosystems cope with actual or
expected changes in climate conditions.
AHD
AHD is an acronym for Australian Height Datum. When a measurement is accompanied with the
letters AHD it indicates a height above mean sea level. Mean sea level was adopted in 1971 by
the National Mapping Council of Australia at 0.00 AHD. For example, 3.2m AHD is 3.2 metres
above mean sea level. AHD tide levels are different to the fishing charts which are called Chart
Datum (CD). A subtraction of 1.45 metres from tide chart will give the correct AHD height.
ARI
ARI is an acronym for Average Return Interval and is a theoretical calculation of the probability
of the return of a particular event based on observations of the past. In relation to severe storm
events the longer the interval the higher the storm surge height is predicted to be. For example,
a 1 in 100 year storm surge would be higher than a 1 in 50 year or 1 in 10 year storm surge
height. It is important to remember that this is just a theoretical calculation and there is nothing
preventing a 1 in 100 year flood happening twice in one week, although this would be unlikely.
DEM
DEM is an acronym for Digital Elevation Model. The digital elevation model used in this study
was created from an aircraft that bounced millions of infra-red light beams to the ground and
then created a digital topographical map from the reflected beams. This digital map is combined
with aerial photography and can be used to display the height of land features.
EROSION
Erosion is where action of the sea moves sand and vegetation from the shoreline so that the
dune system is weakened. When the frontal dune system is significantly weakened it may
completely erode away and the shoreline moves inland.
STORM SURGE
A storm surge is usually the combination of the highest tide (king tide), the action of the waves,
and the height the water is raised when pushed up the beach, especially when driven by a high
winds. The combination of these factors is given a height AHD and used by planners to
determine what height buildings and infrastructure should be placed along the shore.

1|Page
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Introduction
1.1

Background and scope

In February 2015 the Yorke Peninsula Council commissioned Mutual Projects Pty Ltd to
undertake the Seawater Flooding Adaptation Pathways study, a project jointly funded by the
Commonwealth Natural Disaster Resilience Program, the Coast Protection Board, and the Yorke
Peninsula Council. This project will identify the seawater flooding risks, assess current flood
protection infrastructure and provide recommendations for future action to plan seawater
flooding. The project will also improve community awareness of the risks associated with
current and future seawater flooding. The sites under investigation are Clinton, Price, Pine Point
(Billy Goat Flat) and Coobowie which are all situated along the eastern coast of the Yorke
Peninsula and are considered by Council to be locations of risk.
In this report the settlement under consideration is:

Coobowie.

Spencer Gulf

Gulf St Vincent

Coobowie

Figure 1:1 Location Map: Coobowie, Yorke Peninsula1

1

Nature Maps, 2015
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Investigative framework

This study utilises the Local Government Association Coastal Adaptation Decision Pathways
Investigative Framework which was originally developed in 2012, and trialled at Onkaparinga
and Mallala Councils. In 2013, the investigative framework was utilised in the District Council of
Mallala’s Coastal Settlements Adaptation Study, and subsequently amended to reflect the
findings of that project. Each settlement is reviewed within the following framework:
1. Establish settlement history.
2. Analyse existing sea-flood protection.
3. Analyse the impact of sea-flood scenarios.
4. Analyse emergency access and egress.
5. Establish profile of the assets at risk.
6. Identify current policy framework.
7. Explore liability issues.
8. Analyse possible adaptation actions.

1.3

Methodology and staging

The process is to be undertaken in three main stages (Figure 1:2):
Stage 1: State of Play Report (Steps 1 – 7)
Stage 1 evaluates and reports the current and future threat. The community consultation
process in Stage 1 reports to the community about the potential for sea level rise but also
actively requests information from the community to create the full ‘sea-flood risk picture’ (See
also Section 3).
Figure 1:2 The coastal adaptation study is conducted in three stages2

Stage 1

Step 8

Public consultation

Adaptation
Proposals

Council presentation

Steps 1-7

Public Consultation

State
of play

Stage 3

Stage 2

Final
report

Adapted from coastal analysis tool, Dealing with the impacts of sea level rise on coastal assets (2012) (Western &
Kellett)
2
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Stage 2: Propose adaptation options (Step 8)
Stage 2 proposes adaptation options in draft form and reports these to the Council, and then to
the community by way of a second public meeting. Adaptation proposals are generally framed
within the five broad ways human settlements can adapt to rising sea levels:


Protect: use various means such as construction of sea walls, beach sand replenishment
or installation of drainage swales to protect existing development;



Accommodate: use means such as raising buildings or protecting buildings from
flooding;



Retreat: abandon settlements and move development inland in the face of rising sea
levels. The concept of ‘retreat’ is also known as ‘planned retreat’.



Defer: threats have been assessed, and perhaps costs and options analysed but there
are valid reasons to wait until to a later date to act.



Do nothing: ignore the risks and do nothing.

Stage 3: Final reporting
Responses from the Council and the community from Stage 2 are taken into account for the final
report. Stage 3 provides a final report to Council that includes an explanation of the adaptation
options, a suggested prioritisation for action, and preliminary engineering solutions and
estimated costs (where possible).

4|Page
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2. Framework of the investigation
The purpose of this section is to explain the rationale and methodology for the investigation.

2.1

Establish Settlement history

A history of each settlement provides an important cultural context to the study and may also
improve understanding of any initial assessments that were undertaken in relation to potential
impacts of the sea. In particular in relation to coastal matters, any previous coastal studies that
have been undertaken are identified and assessed.
Key assessment questions:




2.2

When was the settlement established?
What account was taken in relation to potential impacts from the sea?
What previous flood studies have been undertaken?

Analyse existing sea-flood protection

Protection can be afforded a settlement in two ways: natural land forms such as dunes and
headlands, and man-made protection works, such as sea walls, bunds or levees. There are two
reasons for paying particular attention to man-made protection works. First, an analysis of the
implementation of protection works in the past may provide a historical context to the current
coastal issues. Second, a review of policies and cases around the world found that issues of
public sector liability may be raised where protection works have been implemented3.
Therefore, reviewing the circumstances of the implementation and historical performance of
any existing protection works and whether maintenance obligations have been fulfilled, will help
inform the question of current and future responsibilities for council and landowners.
Key assessment questions




What existing natural protection exists?
What existing man-made protection has been installed?
Have the protection systems ever been breached?

Balston et al (2012) Climate change decision support framework and software for coastal councils, Local Government
Association of South Australia, Adelaide, SA.
3
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Analyse the impact of the sea upon the coast.

In accordance with the defined scope of the tender documents, the primary focus of this study is
to evaluate the threat of ‘sea-flooding’. However, as secondary focuses both coastal erosion
and stormwater flooding from the land will be taken into account where information is available
so as to provide the most comprehensive ‘coastal picture’ possible. Where it is not possible to
deal appropriately with an erosion or storm water issue, general recommendations are made as
to how to deal with these.

2.3.1

How threats from actions of the sea are assessed for planning purposes

Historically planners have evaluated potential threats of inundation from the sea by considering
the compounding effect of the highest possible astronomical tide, the largest storm surge
height, and the configuration and action of the waves. Water levels are expressed in terms of
Australian Height Datum (AHD) which is 1.45m lower than tide charts (Chart Datum). This
compounding effect is unique to each coastal location due to differing sea floor level formations
and wind intensity and direction (Figure 2:1):
Figure 2:1 The factors utilised to calculate the highest likely water level

Source: http://www.ozcoasts.gov.au/climate/sd_fqa.jsp#HAT

The Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) is utilised to assess the risks associated with naturally
reoccurring events such a sea-flooding. ARI is a theoretical calculation of the probability of the
return of a particular event based on observations of the past. In relation to severe storm events
the longer the interval the higher the storm surge height is likely to be. For example, a 1 in 100
year storm surge would be higher than a 1 in 50 year or 1 in 10 year storm surge height. It is
important to note, that the ARI calculation is just the probability that a particular event might
occur, based on historical observations. There is nothing to prevent two or more 1 in 100 ARI
events occurring within days or weeks of each other, though this would be unusual.
For over twenty years SA Coast Protection Board has utilised the following inputs to calculate
the 1 in 100 ARI event for Coobowie (See Table 2:1).
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Table 2:1 1 in 100 ARI storm event –Coobowie

Storm surge (at king tide)

1.8m AHD

Wave set up

0.2m AHD

Storm surge risk (sub-total)
Wave run up4

2.0 m AHD
0.2m AHD

Total Risk (total)

2.2m AHD

2.3.2

Predicted sea level rise

While there are different predictions of the rate of sea level rise around the world, local councils
in South Australia rely on the 1990 benchmarks set by South Australian Coast Protection Board:
Year 2050 – 0.3 m sea level rise (from 1990 levels)
Year 2100 – 1.0 m sea level rise (from 1990 levels)
Therefore, combining the specific ARI calculation for Coobowie with Coast Protection Board
policy sea level rise rates, the following table depicts the sea-flood risk for Coobowie.
Table 2:2 Coobowie - 1 in 100 annual return event, with sea level rise predictions

1990

2050

2100

Storm surge (at king tide)

1.8m

1.8m

1.8m

Wave set up

0.2m

0.2m

0.2m

Wave run up4

0.2m

0.2m

0.2m

Sea level rise

0.0m

0.3m

1.0m

Totals (AHD)

2.2m

2.5m

3.2m

2.3.3

Actual sea level rise

Since 1990, as part of the national Seaframe Project, two tidal gauges at Port Stanvac south of
Adelaide, and at Thevernard west of Ceduna have been collecting data. These gauges remove
the ‘noise’ from the movement of the sea and the land and calculate changes to mean sea level
over time. The data from both of these gauges provide clear evidence that sea level rise from
1990 to 2010 has been an average of 4.3mm per year (Figure 2:2). By comparison, longer term
monitoring from the gauge at Pt. Adelaide which has over a hundred years of data, indicates
that the rate of increase over the last century was an average of 1.5mm per year. This data
indicates that sea levels in the region are rising and that the rate of rise has increased over the
last twenty years.

The inclusion of the ‘wave run up’ increment is usually applied where the water is interacting at the face of a levee
or vertical wall. Therefore when assessing the general impact of a storm surge within a settlement the storm surge
height utilised will not include the ‘wave run up’ component.
4
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If the current rate of sea level rise remained reasonably constant until 2050, a simple
multiplication of 4.3mm x 60 years suggests an increase in mean sea level of 258mm which is
comparable with the 300m (0.3m) rise that SA Coast Protection Board has incorporated into its
policy framework.
Figure 2:2 Tidal gauges at Thevernard and Pt Stanvac have recorded an average rise of 4.3mm 5

Recognising that the sea has been rising since 1990 levels the current risk levels for 2015 are
calculated by including a 0.1m rise6 (Table 2:3).
Table 2:3 Coobowie - 1 in 100 annual return event, with allowance for sea level rise

1990

2015

2050

2100

Storm surge (at king tide)

1.8m

1.8m

1.8m

1.8m

Wave set up

0.2m

0.2m

0.2m

0.2m

Wave run up**

0.2m

0.2m

0.2m

0.2m

Sea level rise

0.0m

0.1m

0.3m

1.0m

Totals (AHD)

2.2m

2.3m

2.5m

3.2m

**Note: In this study, where the location under assessment is the front face of a wall or levee,
the wave run up increment is utilised. When assessing the risk of a storm surge as it might flow
through a settlement, the wave run up figure is omitted.

5
6

Bureau of Meteorology, 2013
4.3mm x 25 years = 107.5mm (rounded to 0.1m).
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Which sea level rise scenario?

The storm surge and sea level rise event calculated for the year 2050 will be primarily utilised in
stage one of the State of Play report for the following reasons:







2.3.5




2.4

There is more certainty around sea level rise to this date with recorded data from the
last 20 years providing a degree of confidence in the policy levels of the SA Coast
Protection Board.
It provides a 35 year time frame which will allow data to be tracked and verified and
more accurate predictions developed for the second half of the century. This data will
also assist in identifying whether coastlines are eroding, and at what rates.
It provides a sufficiently long time frame for adaptations to be employed to cater for the
second half of the century.
The community is more likely to be engaged within this time frame rather than using the
year 2100 which is more remote.

Key assessment questions
What is the likely impact on the settlement for a 2.1 m AHD storm surge event (2015)?
What is the likely impact on the settlement for a 2.3 m AHD storm surge event (2050)?
What is the likely impact on the settlement of a 3.0m AHD storm surge event (2100)?

Analyse emergency access and egress.

Historically sea-flood events in Coobowie have been of low velocity and low wave height.
However, this observation does not imply that these events carry no risk to people. Vulnerable
members of the community, the aged, disabled, or young, may be in danger, especially if an
event was to occur at night and access ways flooded. Also an unrelated emergency such as a
heart attack or a fire may prove more serious if emergency service vehicles are unable to access
the settlements. The purpose of this investigation is to provide a filter through which a
preliminary assessment can be made regarding personal safety.
Key assessment questions:



In the event of 2.3 m AHD storm surge event (2050), can emergency services access the
settlement?
In the event of a 2.3 m AHD storm surge event (2050), can people move directly away
from the place where flooding is occurring (egress)?

9|Page
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Establish profile of assets at risk

The assets under investigation in this study are those that are privately owned (houses and
land), or owned by the Council (buildings, roads, shelters, public toilets, playgrounds, and
equipment).
Assets owned by Telstra, SA Power Networks, and SA Water are not a focus of this study7.
Depth of water over floor levels for buildings is ascertained for two reasons. The first is to
evaluate the extent to which houses may be under threat from inundation. The second reason is
that flood depth over floor level is the established way the insurance industry estimates flood
damage. Figure 2:3 depicts the flood depth/damage curve that is utilised in this study8. The
‘small house’ scenario has been chosen for the curve for Coobowie.
Figure 2:3 Flood/damage curve utilised in the study (adapted from ANUFLOOD,2008 9)

The intention is to forward reports from this study to other asset owners.
This flood/damage curve was used in a flood study in a small Victorian town of Barmah which had similar flood
characteristics and similar building stock. The flood/damage curve in that study was adapted from ANUFLOOD and
factored up to 2008. This study adjusted the 2008 amounts using CPI adjustment (12 % approx.) from ABS and an
extra 8% due to the number of medium size houses in the area.
9 Sinclair, Knight, Merz, 2008, Assessment of flood risk to the township of Barmah, prepared for Goulbourn Broken
Catchment Management Authority.
7
8
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Identify existing policy framework.

Step six of the investigative framework is to review the existing policy framework within which
the Council manages the coastal environment. This study will review the strategic planning
policy that is found in the Yorke Peninsula Regional Land Use Framework (2007) and the Yorke
Peninsula Council Strategic Plan, and the policy found within the Yorke Peninsula Council
Development Plan as the key statutory document against which all development applications are
assessed. The two main reasons to review the existing policy framework are to understand the
current parameters by which Council makes its development decisions, and to analyse whether
the existing policy settings are appropriate to deal with potential sea level rise.
Key assessment questions:




What are the key strategic planning policies in relation to coastal matters?
What are the key development assessment policies for coastal development
applications?
How has Yorke Peninsula Council been operating within the statutory planning
environment?

11 | P a g e
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Explore liability issues.

It is important to recognise that this section is designated an ‘exploration’ rather than as
definitive legal advice. The reason for including it is to provide the reader with a full range of the
issues that need to be considered when dealing with coastal matters. Where there is any doubt
about particular circumstances, these should be referred to the Council’s legal advisors10.

2.7.1

In what ways can a council become liable for loss or damage?

Liability to Councils comes under two broad categories. The first is legal liability. A Council that
accepts legal liability for an asset may face claims for future damage relating to that asset from
affected parties. If liability has not been clearly established such claims may result in legal action
where both the Council and affected parties may have to spend time and money on court
actions, with the risk of damages and costs to the losing party.
The second category is political liability. Governments can come under significant pressure to
install protection works and other measures, regardless of whether they are legally obligated to
protect assets which belong to others. Also, when Governments take action to mitigate the
effects of rising sea levels, for example by limiting the types of development that can occur
within settlements, political back lash may result.

2.7.2

In what ways can a council be legally liable?

There are two main ways a Council can incur cost relating to legal liability - through
administrative appeals and tort based claims.
Administrative Appeals
Administrative appeals occur when someone appeals against a decision the Council has made.
Examples include, when developers are refused a development application on the basis that sea
level rise issues have not been adequately addressed, or when Councils make amendments to
the Development Plan that may restrict the types of development permitted within the
settlement. The liability to the Council is one of cost in defending the appeal at Court. The vast
majority of climate change related cases in Australia to date have been administrative appeals.
Tort based claims
There are two types of tort based claims where Council can be liable to pay damages namely,
‘nuisance’ and ‘negligence’. There have been no climate change related court actions relating to
‘nuisance’ claims at the date of writing and only one case relating to ‘negligence’ which was
Byron Shire Council v Vaughan in NSW.
The prime source for this exploration is, Australian Local Government Association (2011) Local Council Risk of
Liability in the Face of Climate Change Resolving Uncertainties, A report commissioned by Australian Local
Government Association, Sydney. Appendix 3, p. 10-17 in Balston JM et al (2012) provides an abridged synopsis of the
Baker and MacKenzie (2011) report and pp. 41-59 in the same appendix provides an in depth case study of the only
court action to date within Australia that relates directly to an action of the sea, Vaughan v Byron Shire Council (No 2)
[2009] NSWLEC 110.
10
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Possible legal defences

In common law, the defence of ‘voluntary assumption of risk’ provides that the defendant is not
liable if it can be established that the plaintiff was fully aware of the risk, comprehended the
risk, and accepted the whole risk. The concept of ‘risk’ has been strengthened by statute in
Australia to include that the defendant is not liable for the occurrence of an obvious risk, i.e. one
that is obvious to a reasonable person in the plaintiff’s position.
A further statutory defence is that a defendant’s liability for the ‘materialisation of an inherent
risk’ (one that cannot be avoided by the exercise of reasonable care and skill) is limited only to a
failure to warn of the risk. A contract between the plaintiff and the defendant may exempt the
defendant from liability in negligence where there is a clear statement that liability for
negligence is excluded. Where there is no contract, a disclaimer may give the plaintiff sufficient
knowledge of the risk to satisfy the defence of voluntary assumption of risk or to constitute
reasonable warning.
Additionally, a Council’s financial resources are limited and the allocation of its resources cannot
be challenged in Court. Therefore, while there might be protection works that may be
implemented in theory, the Council may not have the resources in its budget, and its decision to
allocate funds to other budgetary matters cannot be challenged.
The following may be a defence against a tort based claim:
•

It is unlikely that an action would be successful against a council where it has failed to
install protection works because the average person is aware of the risk from the sea,
and in recent times is aware of the issue of rising sea levels.

•

Councils have limited resources and have to make decisions based on this fact. The
allocation or the lack of allocation of resources of a council is not challengeable at law.

•

Councils that warn their constituents of their risk are likely to reduce their liability
against possible claims, for example, where flood mapping is made available to
residents.

•

A council that incorporates the available science into its decision making reduces the
possibility of liability. The Council is not required to get the science right per se and
courts will judge the matter on the science that was available at the time of the
decision.

•

Councils that have demonstrated they have followed procedures in decision making and
undertaken reviews such as this one, will improve the defence that they have upheld a
duty of care.

•

Finally Councils that have put in place emergency action plans for their residents
accomplish two objectives: one they demonstrate a duty of care, and two, emergency
action plans are an effective way to inform residents of the risk they face in living close
to the sea.
13 | P a g e
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In what circumstances is a council vulnerable in relation to tort based claims?
•

Where the council has approved settlements against the science or advice of the time.

•

Where protection works have been installed incorrectly. For example where the council
installs a protection work and fails to meet the requirements set down in engineering
reports.

•

Where the council had an obligation to maintain works or strategies and it has not done
so, or even in the absence of written obligations, where the works fail because they
have not been maintained or repaired.

•

Where council has not advised residents of the risk or does not have emergency action
plans in place to deal with possible risk.

2.7.4

Summary

It makes logical sense to first ascertain what legal liability exists before ascertaining whether
there is any political liability. This finding will at least enable the Council to act from a position of
certainty if it can be determined that legal liability is unlikely in the given scenario. And finally,
the absence of legal liability does not mean that the Council need not take any action to
implement protection works and strategies. However, these actions need to be implemented
carefully and include public awareness strategies to avoid the creation of new potential
liabilities to council.
Key assessment questions:







What obligations did Council have to assess impacts from the sea at the time the
settlements were established?
What protection works have been implemented and were they implemented in
accordance with approved plans?
Have protection works implemented by Council been breached?
In the case of new development within the settlements, have appropriate planning and
Coast Protection Board policies been followed?
Has the Council made sea level rise data available to residents?
Are there any emergency warnings and/or evacuation procedures in place?
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3. Community consultation report – Coobowie (Part 1)
The community consultation process in Stage 1 reports to the public about the potential for sea
level rise but also actively requests information from the public to create the full ‘sea-flood risk
picture’. In the first instance, the purpose is to communicate the framework in which coastal
planners manage coastal risk so as to build a common understanding within the community, and
also to communicate the specific findings of the study. In the second instance, the community is
considered to be a source of historical knowledge that will add to the flood picture. In particular
photographs, videos or anecdotes are valuable sources of information which can be checked
against the current Digital Terrain Model (DEM) to assist in ascertaining the likely height of
previous flood events. The community consultation strategy included three main facets.

3.1 Public awareness campaign
The following activities were undertaken to raise awareness about the flood study:







Three Newspaper articles were run in the Yorke Peninsula Country Times (2nd March,
12th May, 19th May, 2015).
The Council contacted the Coobowie Progress Association to garner their support in
attendance and assisting with community consultation meetings.
The Council provided information about the flood study on its website.
A ‘fact sheet’ and invitation to attend a workshop at the Coobowie Community Hall was
direct mailed to all land holders in week of 13th April, 2015 (See Appendix A).
Two ABC regional radio interviews were conducted with the lead consultant.
Pegs were installed on 20th April to the foreshore of each settlement with markers
indicating the current and future flood risks (Figure 3:1).

Figure 3:1 Public awareness - flood risk pegs were installed to the foreshore

Photograph: M. Western, 2015
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3.2 Informal consultation
Whenever data collection in and around the Coobowie settlement was underway, the
consultant (Mark Western) made informal connections with numerous residents. In this informal
process, often the main concerns of the settlement were identified, and residents also
contributed photographs or anecdotes that improved the overall understanding of the coastal
issues.

3.3 Formal consultation
A formal meeting was held at Coobowie Community Hall at 7.00pm on 14th May, 2015 at which
XXX residents from Coobowie attended. Mark Western presented the framework that coastal
planners utilised in catering for coastal risks, and the findings from the flood mapping and other
investigations. In the second half of the meeting, group facilitators11 encouraged participants to
answer prepared questions and to provide marks and comments on the provided map of
Coobowie (Appendix B).

3.4 Community consultation reporting
Rather than devoting an extensive isolated section within the report to community consultation,
contributions from the public are integrated within the flow of the report utilising green font.
Where permission was not specifically obtained from those that contributed to the study in the
informal part of the community consultation process, these contributors are noted as Coobowie
Resident # within the report. A list of names and addresses (where obtained) have been
provided to Council so that the necessary validation of data can occur if required in the future.
Any community consultation issues that are not covered within the flow of the report using the
green font methodology are reported at the end of the next section.

11

Group facilitators for the consultation meeting were Professor Jon Kellett (Adelaide University), Natasha Hall
(Central Region Climate Change Officer), and Stephen Goldsworthy (Yorke Peninsula Council).
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4. Findings of the Investigation (Coobowie)
The remainder of this report represents Stage 1, the ‘State of Play’ as described in the previous
sections. The initial context for the investigation is given in the Yorke Peninsula Council request
for quote which states the ‘Coobowie settlement is in a low lying area and is currently protected
by an aged earthen levee that is in poor condition and at risk of eroding away further in the near
future. The levee has been breached in the past, requiring sandbagging. There has previously
been water in and around vans and in annexes within the Caravan Park. Seawater flooding
would result in damage to houses and stormwater infrastructure. The town is also subject to
inland flooding’ (RFQ p. 16).

4.1

Settlement History

4.1.1

When was the settlement established?

Coobowie was first surveyed in 1874 and was originally called Salt Creek and later Deception
Bay. The Narungga name of Coobowie meaning 'wild fowl and water' was finally adopted. The
Coobowie hotel on Beach Road was built around 1876 and the Coobowie Institute was built in
1905. Coobowie acted as a shipping port for many goods, including grain and salt. To aid in
efficiently loading cargo on to ketches bound for Port Adelaide a jetty and wharf were
completed in 1925. Today the area's main bulk grain handling facilities are located at Port
Giles12.
The District Council of Yorke Peninsula was formed in 1886 and amalgamated with District
Councils of Central Yorke Peninsula, Minlation, Yorketown and Warooka in 1997, and
subsequently changed its name to Yorke Peninsula Council in 2013. Records prior to 1997
relating to Coobowie are difficult to locate and are most likely archived in State records, or are
unavailable.

4.1.2 What obligation did Government have to take into account impacts from the sea?
Coobowie was founded well before any Acts of Parliament were established that relate to
planning and management of the coast. Therefore, there was no overarching statutory
requirement for the founders of Coobowie to take into account actions of the sea.

4.1.2 What previous coastal investigations have been conducted?
The purpose of this section is briefly identify any previous coastal investigations to ensure that
the current study appropriately builds upon any relevant former work.


Coobowie Sea Walls, John Chappell Engineers (1999)

This report was commissioned by the District Council of Yorke Peninsula to establish ‘a suitable
strategy for the protection of the seafront properties and at the same time prevent the ingress
12

http://www.samemory.sa.gov.au/site/page.cfm?u=1226&c=8281
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of the sea past this coastal barrier so as to prevent future flooding of town areas from the sea’.
The report concluded by make several recommendations for improving the existing protection
works.


Coobowie Flood Mitigation Scheme, Tonkin Consulting (2001)

As noted in the introduction to this section (p. 16) Coobowie is subject to inland flooding. In
1999, the Council acted to create an inland levee system to prevent flooding of Coobowie from
the elevated farmland that lies to the north and north-west of Coobowie. There are no details
about the frequency or nature of the flooding in the Council files. In 2001 Tonkin Consulting
produced the Coobowie Flood Mitigation Scheme that proposed to construct a series of levees
to create a detention basin to the north-west and a diversion system to the north and north-east
of Coobowie, and the works were completed in that year.


Salt Creek, Coobowie – Estuary Improvement Works, Coobowie Progress Association and
Coast Protection Board (2003).

Salt Creek was originally a large lagoon connected to the sea by a narrow entrance that allowed
reasonable tidal interchange. A small porous limestone causeway was constructed in 1873 and
a larger causeway constructed in 1953 that severely inhibited water flows to the ocean. In 2005
the original tidal flow regime to the Coobowie Estuary was reinstated by installing pipes through
both causeways. The Coobowie Estuary is outside the scope of this study and a brief review
would suggest that it has no bearing on coastal or inland flooding of the Coobowie settlement.
Figure 4:1 Salt Creek Estuary

1873 causeway

Coobowie

1953 causeway

Photograph: Coast Protection Board, 2005.
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Coobowie Progress Association Sub Committee for Infrastructure and associated
correspondence regarding rain water flooding (2005, 2006).

The Coobowie Progress Association sought to resolve the rain water flooding issue of Giles
Street West. Subsequent to a site meeting with the Council engineer and a petition from local
residents, the Council responded by recognising the problem, but due to the topography of the
Coobowie town-ship, could not arrive at a cost-effective design solution.


Sea flood risk mapping of selected locations on Yorke Peninsula, Australian and State
Governments (2007).

The objective of this project was to improve the coastal hazard information base for low-lying
land on the Yorke Peninsula by producing a digital elevation model (DEM) and associated flood
mapping for settlements deemed as a high priority. The project utilised a risk identification
strategy to identify those settlements most at risk by assigning a number from 1-3 in a range of
categories. Coobowie was assigned the third highest score out of fourteen towns when utilising
the assessment criteria in Table 4:1. The DEM produced for Coobowie is used in this study.
Table 4:1 Coobowie – Risk assignment by the Sea Flood Risk Mapping project

Coobowie
Risk assignment
Explanation



Development
pressure

Designated
growth area

Land levels

Known flood
risk

Total
risk

2

1

3

3

9

A moderate
number of
dwellings
constructed

No expansion
beyond the
existing
township

Land levels
lower than 5m
AHD

Known flood
history,
inadequate
protection
measures.

Coastal Assessment Report, Rural Solutions (Sept 2009)

This report was prepared to meet the requirements of the Coastal Motor Vehicle Access
Management Strategy 2008 for coastal Councils within the Northern and Yorke Natural
Resources Management region. A recommendation of the report was that the beach north of
the Coobowie inlet should be closed to vehicles (p.15).


National Climate Change Coastal Vulnerability Assessment: Yorke Peninsula Case Study,
South Australia, Australian Water Environments et al (2009)

This federally funded project was one of six case studies conducted around Australia to assess
the climate change impacts on coastal settlements of Yorke Peninsula and to provide tools to
begin developing appropriate adaptive responses. The study utilised Marion Bay, Moonta Bay,
and Port Broughton/Fishermans Bay as the subject sites. The study had a wider scope than this
current study and was to take into account the impact of climate change generally upon the
coastal environments which included both built assets and natural habitats. The study
implemented a risk assessment methodology, evaluated relevant legislation and policy, and
suggested adaptive actions for each of the settlements.
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Analysis of existing flood protection

The primary purpose of this section is to analyse the existing protection from sea flooding.
However, in an effort to provide the fullest ‘flood picture’ possible, inland flooding is also
reviewed where these factors are known.

4.2.1 What existing natural protection exists?
Beach stability
Coobowie is situated within Salt Creek Bay on the southern end of Yorke Peninsula. Salt Creek
Bay contains one of only two estuary systems on the Yorke Peninsula. The Salt Creek Estuary
located immediately to the south of the settlement, is separated from the Coobowie settlement
by a natural headland and higher land forms, and therefore has been excluded from this study
as having no relationship to potential flooding of the town (either from the sea or the land).
In 1999, John Chappell Engineers observed that the Coobowie beach appeared to be stable with
no evidence of ‘large movements of sand along the beach’. A review of the aerial photographs
collected since 1974, and more recent images from Google Earth, suggests that there has been
little change to the beach over this time period (Photographs may be reviewed in Appendix C). A
review of even older photographs conducted by Coast Protection Board in the late 1970s
compared photographs from 1945 with photographs of 1972 and concluded that there had been
‘little change’ to the beach, but cautioned that the interpretation may be ‘unreliable’13. In
summary, the evidence suggests that the beach at Coobowie has been stable over a long period
of time.
Natural topography (natural protection)
The shape of Coobowie Bay is ‘C’ shaped with the main settlement constructed on the long
curve of the ‘C’. Beach Road is the main thoroughfare through the town and runs parallel to the
coast. The 650m section of Beach Road shown below in Figure 4:2 is low lying at heights 1.80m
to 2.00m AHD. A former quarry situated on the eastern extremity of the main street represents
another area of land that is very low lying, even though the road behind is more elevated. As the
road exits Coobowie to the east on its way to Wool Bay, it rises to levels between 4.00m to
5.00m AHD, and similarly as Beach Road exist Coobowie to the south on its way to Edithburgh
the road rises rapidly from 4.00m to 5.30m AHD. Any dwellings located in these headland
locations are not likely to be vulnerable to flooding over the next century. Therefore, due to the
natural topography of the settlement, sea-flooding and any erosion will only have impact along
the foreshore of the settlement.

Coast Protection Board, correspondence to District Council of Clinton, 1980, with attachment ‘Appendix K: Changes
in Coastline Position’ from Coast Erosion Study (the main study not extant).
13
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General topography of Coobowie

Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)

Running parallel to Beach Road about 180m inland from the foreshore, Anstey Street traverses a
natural ridgeline at heights between 2.80m and 3.20m AHD. Behind this ridgeline, the land
drops away to levels 1.70m AHD on Giles Street East, and as low as 1.40m AHD on Giles Street
West. To the rear of Coobowie (north and north-west) the topography of the land continues to
rise for another 1.2kms until it reaches the plateau of the Yorke Peninsula.
In conclusion, Coobowie is only susceptible to flooding from the sea within 600-700m along
Beach Road, but not susceptible to flooding or erosion on either side of the settlement due to
the natural topography of the bay. However, this section is very low lying and the main reason
for this study.
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4.2.2 What existing man-made protection has been installed?
While the focus of this study is ‘sea-flooding’ in an effort to provide the greatest context
possible for future decision making, this section also provides an overview of the rain flood
protection system that is currently installed at Coobowie.
Storm water management: General Scheme
To assist in resolving the potential for flooding from the inland, an extensive detention and
diversion system was installed to the north side of the town in 2002 and is depicted in Figure 4:3
below. Storm water not captured by the detention and diversion system either flows into Giles
Street area or flows to the lower point of Beach Road and drains through culverts in the kerb
and gutter into soakage pits situated under the playground and community areas adjacent the
foreshore.
Figure 4:3

General storm water management scheme (Coobowie)

Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)
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Sea flooding management: General Scheme
Taking into account the general topography of Salt Creek Bay, the potential for sea flooding is
predominantly in parallel with 600 - 700m of Beach Road, from the caravan park in the west, to
the dunes in the east. This stretch of foreshore is accessed by the public by six beach access
points. Three main methods of sea flood protection are in use as depicted in Figure 4:4.
Figure 4:4 General sea flooding management scheme (Coobowie)

Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)

Nature of existing protection works
Due to the mosaic nature of the protection works the method of review was to construct a
visual presentation and record site specific data within it. A surveyor was commissioned to
measure the height of each wall or bund, and take measurements where the works were
defective in height. The types of information identified in the visual presentation are street
address, protection heights, general condition of the protection (visual), and possible low points
or breaches.
Appendix D contains the full pictorial analysis. Selected examples of protection types are
provided on the following pages.
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Sea walls
Residents inform that parts of the rock walling between the playground and the caravan park
was installed in the 1940s by the Council (M Stanton, 43 Beach Road) (See example, Figure 4:5).
Figure 4:5 Example of stone wall construction in 1940s (Coobowie)

Photograph: M. Western, 2015

Residents of beach front properties have since applied varying methods of protection, but from
the caravan park to the playground, all are sea walls apart from one recently constructed
dwelling (not pictured).
Figure 4:6 Example of recent walling installed to foreshore (Coobowie)

Photograph: M. Western, 2015
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Earthen Mounds
Residents inform that the sections earthen bund installed in front of the playground and
traversing towards the east (quarry end) was installed in the 1960s by the Council (M Stanton,
43 Beach Road). The impetus for this installation was large scale flooding in the 1960s.
Figure 4:7 Example of earthen mound foreshore protection (Coobowie)

Photograph: M. Western, 2015

Residents inform that the caravan park earth mound was installed at a date later than the 1960s
due to intermittent flooding of campers in the lower section of the caravan park.
Figure 4:8 Earthen mound protection to caravan park (Coobowie)

Photograph: M. Western, 2015
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Ad hoc protection works
Minor ad hoc protection works are evident where an earthen bund has not been installed (for
reasons unknown). Figure 4:9 provides an example of ad hoc works to the east of Beach
Access 6.
Figure 4:9 Example of ad hoc protection works (Coobowie)

Photograph: M. Western, 2015

General condition of protection works
Caravan Park Section (Caravan park levee)


The caravan park levee is in sound condition and of adequate height for the current risk
but some erosion is taking place to the seaward face in places where there is no
vegetation.

Sections 1-2 (Beach Access 1 to Beach Access 3)




The condition of the sea walls vary greatly, with the vast majority being of considerable
age and showing evidence of deterioration.
Heights of sea walls and access points vary from 1.85m to 2.10m AHD
Places of immediate concern exist at :
o 34 Beach Road (low height wall in poor condition)
o 36 -38 Beach Road (low point at the property boundary)
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Section 3 (Beach Access 3 to Beach Access 4)






The predominant protection in this section is an earthen levee situated in front of the
community playground and picnic area. It is at height 1.90m AHD or above, of solid
construction, wide, and well vegetated.
The exception is a residence at 48 Beach Road (adjacent Beach Access 3) whose
protection consists of a low rock wall without any mortar predominantly at height
1.72m AHD
Place (s) of immediate concern:
o Fence line between Beach Access 3 and 48 Beach Road and the low height and
nature of existing protection at this location.

Section 4-6 (Beach Access 4 to edge of Dunes)







These sections have a range of earthen bunds some vegetated and in good condition
and some of inferior construction and condition.
The bund constructed in front of the playground area (Section 3) continues until 68
Beach Road and ranges in height from 2.00 to 2.20 AHD.
Bunds constructed from 70 Beach Road range in height, soil types and condition. Some
are narrow shell grit levees, some earthen mounds (grassed, vegetated or bare). Despite
the condition of some of the levees, heights in these sections are predominantly above
2.0m AHD
Heights of beach access points vary from 1.90m and 2.20m AHD.
Places of immediate concern:
o Narrow levees constructed of loose shell grit.
o A low point adjacent Beach Access 6.

Dunes Section






The area immediately to the east of Section 6, was the location of a former sand quarry
and rubbish dump. The former quarry is very low lying, protected by a narrow ridge of
dunes at the foreshore (those remaining after the extraction of sand). At one location
rocks have been installed to heighten the ridgeline.
The line of houses on Beach Road are set back 50-60 metres from the shoreline and are
protected by a frontal dune system at varying heights. Many informal access paths have
eroded gaps in the dunes, thereby lowering the natural protection afforded in this
region. These informal access ways range in height from 1.40m to 1.60m AHD.
Places of immediate concern:
o Low points in the dune system and access ways.
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4.2.3 What is the nature of sea-flooding events that have occurred in Coobowie?
The following questions are relevant to this section and were also put to the public in the
consultation process:




What sea-flood events have occurred in the past?
What is the nature of the wave action in sea-flood events?
What wind direction accompanies high water events?

What sea-flood events have occurred in the past?
The initial context for the investigation is given in the Yorke Peninsula Council request for quote
which states the ‘Coobowie settlement is in a low lying area and is currently protected by an
aged earthen levee that is in poor condition and at risk of eroding away further in the near
future. The levee has been breached in the past, requiring sandbagging. There has previously
been water in and around vans and in annexes within the Caravan Park. Seawater flooding
would result in damage to houses and stormwater infrastructure. The town is also subject to
inland flooding’ (RFQ p. 16).
Flood events in Gulf St Vincent
The tidal record at Port Adelaide since 1940 is represented by Figure 4:11:

1981

1995

2007
2009

Source: http://www.bom.gov.au/ntc/IDO70000/IDO70000_61600_SLD.shtml
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The four highest recorded flood levels at Port Adelaide since 1940 are:





1981 – June 3.579m (2.129m AHD) and July 3.679 (2.229m AHD)
1995 – July 13th, 3.569m (2.119m AHD)
2007 – July 4th, 3.707m ( 2.257m AHD)
2009 – April 25th, 3.654m (2.062m AHD)

The location of Coobowie within Gulf St Vincent would suggest that any events that have
impacted Port Adelaide and other regions in the gulf would likely have impacted Coobowie.
Flood events in the Coobowie region
Drawing on input from the community in informal and formal consultation the following flood
events are noted:


Malcolm and Marie Stanton (43 Beach Road, 15/03/15)

Marie’s family has long term family history in the Coobowie area. Marie also has diary noted
weather events, sometimes also including meteorological information. Marie recalls the
extensive sea flooding in the 1960s, the installation of the earthen bund, and recalls minor
flooding incidents thereafter, but no major breaches of the protection system since the 1960s.
Of the events noted above the Stantons recall all of them apart from the 1995 event. The
Stantons provided the following photographs14:
Figure 4:10 Flood event in 1965, prior to installation of caravan park levee (Coobowie).

Photograph: M and M Stanton (1965)

Photographs have been scanned from traditional photographs and vary in quality. Some have been omitted here
due to the difficulty of identifying the location and nature of the event.
14
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Figure 4:11 Flood event in 1972 (Coobowie).

Photograph: M and M Stanton (1972)

Figure 4:12 Flood event in 1980 (Coobowie)

Photograph: M and M Stanton (1980)
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Figure 4:13 Flood event in 1981 (Coobowie)

Figure 4:14 Flood event in 1981 (Coobowie)

Photographs: M and M Stanton (1981)



Trevor (3 Gilbert Street, voice recording, 15th March, 2015).

Trevor recalls a flood event in the 1980s in May when water breached the dunes in the quarry
area and a front end loader was utilised to ‘push up the sand’. It was Trevor’s opinion that this
was a ‘close shave’ and if the water had breached it would ‘swing around and run back into the
town’. In this same event floodwater almost over-topped the caravan park levee.
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Figure 4:15 Flood event in 1981 (Coobowie)

Photograph: M and M Stanton (1981)

Of all the events captured by the Stanton’s the event in 1981 appears to be the highest water
level and was also the only event that traversed the dune system in the ‘old quarry area’. It also
appears to be the only event where there was any wave action, the other flood events were
accompanied by calm water. Having surveyed the same wall as pictured above, the height of
water in this event is likely to have been around 1.80m to 1.90m AHD15 (including wave height).
Figure 4:16 Current location of wall in flood picture Figure 4.15.

1.86 AHD

Photograph: M Western (2015)

The location has since been increased in height but in 1981 was at the same height as the neighbour’s. Note, the
wall may have subsided in height since 1981.
15
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Marie recalls the water ‘flowing over’ the seat in the gazebo on the foreshore on 25th April
200916. This height has been surveyed at 1.49m AHD and is pictured below with resident
‘Trevor’ from 3 Gilbert Street.
Figure 4:17 Water flowed over lower seat in 2009 event (with Trevor from 3 Gilbert Street)

Photograph: M. Western, 2015



Don Daniels (30 Beach Road, 15/03/15)

Don Daniels built his current home in 1990 and states that the highest level of water since that
time was the ‘second to top step’ of his beach access stairs. The surveyor measured this height
at 1.78m AHD (including wave height). However, the photograph that Don Daniels presented at
public consultation clearly shows the level of water at the ‘third to top step’, thus making this
flood height closer to 1.60m AHD. Don Daniels recalls the water just breaching the neighbouring
property to the east on this occasion but was not aware of any major flooding problems within
the town.


Peter Sutcliff (112 Beach Road)

Recalled the Anzac Day 2009 flood event. The anticipation was high that the town may be
flooded and SES and residents were ready with sandbags. Some minor flooding did occur but the
town was quite easily defended. He recalls water ‘just entering’ the entry way between the
dunes below his house (The entry way is now at 1.40 AHD).


Annette (voice recording 15th March 2015)

Has lived in the area for thirty years and has not ever experienced the water going over the
existing protection, although she says ‘it gets close at times’. Annette also recalls going down to
the caravan park as a child and watching the campers vacate the camping ground on a king tide
but these recollections date back to before the existing bund was placed in front of the caravan
park.
25th April 2009 was the second highest water level recorded at Port Stanvac from period 1990 to 2010 and
represents a 1 in 20 year ARI event.
16
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King tide event – May 5th 2015.

The week prior to the community consultation meeting Coobowie experienced a ‘king tide’
event and several residents sent photographs to the consultant or the Council. The height of
this event was likely to be 1.40 (or 1.50m AHD with small wave action).
Figure 4:18 May 5th king tide event – gazebo (Coobowie)

Figure 4:19 May 5th king tide event (looking west from Beach Access 5, Coobowie)

The relationship of the elevation of the allotment (1.65m AHD) and house (1.85m AHD) to the
height of king tide event (1.50m AHD) is illustrated in the photograph below.

Photographs: M. and M. Stanton, Coobowie, 2015
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Of the four highest flooding events in Gulf St Vincent listed above (p. X) Coobowie residents all
recalled all of the events part from 1995. However other events were noted by residents:




1950s
1982
2012/2013

What is the nature of the wave action in sea-flood events?
The flood photographs all show that there is no wave action in the vicinity of the Coobowie with
the event of 1981 being the one exception. Residents in formal consultation noted made no
comment about wave action.
What wind direction accompanies high water events?
Residents in formal consultation suggested that the wind direction in high water events was
from: ‘South west’, ‘wind off the land’, ‘NW or ‘SW’.

4.2.4 What rain flooding events have occurred in Coobowie
The purpose of this section is not to provide a full analysis of rain flooding events in the
Coobowie region. As a general note, previous work by Australian Water Environments and
Tonkin Consulting has demonstrated that ‘storm surge and high rainfall events are independent
for this region’ (ie, the Yorke Peninsula region)17. In other words, the weather systems that
produce storm surge events are deemed to be unrelated to the weather systems that produce
high rainfall events.
Storm water flooding
Residents all report that in heavy rain water accumulates on Beach Road near the playground
and can stretch for some considerable distance. Figure 4:20 provides an example of a minor
occurrence of this event.
Substantial correspondence and a resident’s petition (2006) found in the Council records inform
that in a rain fall event water accumulates within the Giles Street West basin, and may lie there
for a number of weeks. The Council has attempted to alleviate the problem by purchasing and
installing a small detention basin in Giles Street West.
Council engineer (Roy Dick) has investigated the problem on site, and the petition and issue was
reviewed by Council, but as yet no cost effective solution has been found due to the topography
of the land. The topography suggests that it is not possible to drain flood water without
installation of deep drainage, and no practical means to dispense with the water thereafter
apart from draining to the sea. This matter was briefly reviewed on site by Geoff Fisher
(Australian Water Environments) and will be briefly addressed in the second stage of the study.

Australian Water Environments (2009) National Climate Change Coastal Vulnerability Assessment: Yorke Peninsula
Case Study, SA, p. 25
17
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Figure 4:20 Beach Road culvert adjacent the community playground.

Photograph: Provided by Stephen Goldsworthy, Yorke Peninsula Council

4.2.5 What is the nature of the ground water underneath Coobowie
In both formal and informal consultation residents:






Reported ground water within 2 to 3 metres below the surface
Reported that the manager of the hotel pumps water from the cellar in months May
and June on high tides and a polyurethane pipe has been installed to the gutter for this
operation to take place.
Were concerned about the ‘long term stability of the ground’ and about ‘water coming
up through the ground’.
Gave anecdotes about people in the past digging through soil and finding caves below
the surface.
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4.2.5 Conclusion – analysis of existing flood protection
The following preliminary conclusions can be made in relation to the nature of the coast and
existing protection system at Coobowie:














The topography of Coobowie limits sea flooding to a 650m length of the foreshore.
Photographic (and interview evidence) indicates that the beach is stable.
The eastern side of the bay has a larger build-up of sand that has occurred in the past (as
would be expected with northern littoral sand movement). This movement formed
extensive sand dunes which were later mined, leaving a large depression between the
coast and Beach Road (See photographs in Appendix D).
The settlement is not susceptible to lateral erosion which would undermine the integrity
of the settlement over longer periods of time.
Consultation with residents suggest that there have been no major breaches of the
protection works subsequent to the 1960s when protection systems were installed18.
The highest flooding event was likely to be 1981 at a height of 1.80m- 190m AHD
(including wave heights). The Anzac Day event in 2009 that reflects a 1 in 20 ARI event
elsewhere in the Gulf, was at height 1.50m AHD (Approx).
Several weak spots in the coastal protection exist. These include low height of walls or
bunds and deteriorating infrastructure (See Appendix D).
Large over-land flooding is unlikely due to the installation of a detention and diversion
system. However, rain events generate flooding into Giles Street West basin, and as yet,
no solution has been identified for this flooding problem.
In rain events water accumulates along the foreshore in the vicinity of the hotel on the
corner of Giles Street and Beach Road.
The ground water is close to the surface and there is some concern about the long term
stability of the ground near the foreshore.

The project brief suggested that the caravan park was undergoing some flooding but these events may predate the
installation of the bund in that location.
18
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Coobowie is situated in Salt Creek Bay on the eastern side of Yorke Peninsula and is therefore
orientated towards the more sheltered waters of Gulf St Vincent which is protected from large
sea swells by Kangaroo Island. John Chappell Engineers19 noted that Coobowie is provided
increased protection by the Troubridge Shoals, an extensive system of shoals extending out east
of Edithburgh. Any swells coming through Investigator Strait are required to travel around these
shoals before entering into the bay in which Coobowie is situated (Figure 4:21).
Figure 4:21 Influence of Troubridge Shoals on swell (adapted from John Chappell Engineers, 1999)

The bay itself is very shallow and contains a system of sand bars. The combination of these
factors results in very low wave action during high water events. John Chappell Engineers adds
‘that the highest water levels occur during major westerly storms which are accompanied by
low-pressure systems so during south-easterly winds the general water level would be lower’. IN
other words, because of orientation of the bay, westerly winds, or south westerly winds would
tend to drive water away from the bay, whereas a south-easterly wind that would blow water
into the bay would be accompanied by lower water levels.

19

John Chappell Engineers, Coobowie Sea Walls, 8th July 1999.
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Modelling study
Work begun by Easton (1970), and Noye (1998) was built upon by Grzechnick20 whose modelling
study in 2000 found that elevated storm surges in Gulf St Vincent are unable to be generated by
tide, wind or currents alone (with the exception of a South East wind which has the ‘longest
reach’ from the Southern Ocean through Investigator Strait and can raise water levels at Port
Adelaide). Elsewhere in the gulf he contends that storm surges are contingent on the presence
of larger swells coming through Investigator Strait that are generated by weather conditions in
the Great Australian Bight.
Observations
Flinders Ports operate seven ports in South Australian waters and make the following
observations on water patterns in the gulf regions:
The shape of the two gulfs and Investigator Strait..contribute to the wind effects. At Port
Adelaide, north westerly winds cause the highest tides, raising the sea level up to 1
metre above normal, while south easterly winds depress it as much as 0.5m.
In the northern part of Spencer Gulf21 the most marked weather effects on the tide
occur with the passage of a deep depression across the Southern Ocean. As the
barometer starts falling and with the onset of northerly winds the tides are below
prediction, but as the wind backs to the north-west, an increase in level occurs, with a
gradual build-up if the wind remains steady. A strong gusty north-westerly wind, with
such as depression , backing to the west south-west at about the time of low water, will
cause a storm surge of maximum amplitude, and heights may be expected from 1m to
2m above prediction. These high levels will continue until the barometer starts to rise,
and the wind backs rapidly to the south east within 12 hours, and with a rapidly rising
barometer the tides return to normal (or below) in about that time.
Notes from Coobowie resident Marie Stanton’s diary offer the following meteorological details
on the day of was the highest water level in Gulf St Vincent in the last twenty years:


4th July 2007. Gale-force winds NW/SW. Some rain on & off. Winds became very
strong as day went.

In summary, either a north-west or south-west wind blows away from Coobowie Bay and
therefore the storm surge events described above are usually accompanied by calm water22. A
south easterly wind does blow into the bay, but in light of the evidence above, this wind is
normally associated with lower levels of water.

Grzechnick M P (2000) Three-Dimensional Tide and Surge Modelling and Layered Particle Tracking Techniques
Applied to Southern Australian Coastal Seas, Doctoral Thesis, University of Adelaide.
21 Note: the context here is Spencer Gulf, but the weather pattern described is also related to Gulf St Vincent region.
22 Photographic evidence of storm surge events along the entire eastern side of Yorke Peninsula support the notion
that these events are accompanied by calm water. The one exception is the 1981 event (see photographs p.30).
20
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4.3.2 The general characteristics of inundation in the region
Other than depth of water, additional factors that influence the impact of a flood on a
settlement are the velocity of the water (speed) and the duration of the flood (how long it lasts).
How much warning is possible in anticipation of flooding determines how prepared the
community can be, and the topography of the settlement will influence how easily people are
able to enter or leave the settlement. The general characteristics of a sea-flood in Coobowie are
shown in Table 4:2
Table 4:2 Sea flood characteristics for Coobowie coastal region.
Flood characteristic

Coobowie region

Depth of water

Very shallow in bay

Direction of flood

From the east

Velocity of water

Low, due to tidal action and ocean terrain

Duration of flood

Short 1-2 hours

Wave action

Normally nil, or very low

Warning

Predictable as flood will relate to tide.

In flood calculation it is common to reduce the estimated amount of damage taking into account
a number of factors: the velocity of the water, the likely duration of the event, how much
warning of the flood can be given, and how experienced is the community in dealing floods.
Some of this factoring is illustrated in Table 4:3
Table 4:3 Proposed ratios of actual : potential damages23

While a reduction of actual damages may be warranted, in this study no such factoring has been
applied, but the rationale is included here to emphasize the advantages of the Coobowie region
in dealing with potential flooding.

23

Victorian Government, 2000, Rapid Appraisal Method (RAM) for Floodplain Management.
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Likely impacts in selected sea-flood scenarios

What is the likely impact on Coobowie of a 2.1m AHD event (2015 sea-flood scenario)
General Possible Impact
The flood mapping below provides a visual rendition of the impact of a 2.1m AHD24 flood to
Coobowie, if the event was of significant duration and not just a short overtopping of the
defences25. It is also important to recall that this flood scenario is the 1 in 100 ARI event, and
therefore an extremely rare event.
Figure 4:22 Current sea-flood risk scenario 2.10m AHD (2015)

Access Points: 1-6
Sections: S1 to S6

Coobowie
Sea flood scenario
Current risk 2015
2.10m AHD
Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)

Specific possible impacts
Using the visual presentation of the existing protection works, the visual representation of the
DEM, and the surveying points of the surveyor, the likely impacts of a sea flood of 2.1m AHD are
listed in Table 4:4 below.
Note: The areas of main breaches are noted below, but water traverses quickly in all directions
and would inundate entire areas uniformly, irrespective of the location of the breach.

24

Current 2015 sea flood risk, including ‘wave height’, but without ‘wave run-up’ component.
Note: The existing Coobowie DTM is of low resolution and in a large grid format of 10m x 10m and some readings
are inconsistent with surveyor’s levels. The 2.1m AHD flood risk map was generated by giving precedence to the
surveyor’s spot heights and using the DTM set at 1.9m AHD to build a picture of the general contours of the site.
25
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Table 4:4 Current sea-flood risk scenario (2015)

Location

Location and nature
of breaches

Notes

Caravan Park
Section

The levee system is likely
to protect the area from
flooding but check that
water is unable to flow
around the traverse levee
and flow into this area.
Generally minor breaches
of
defences.
Beach
Access 1 would be
breached by 100mm.
Water would not flow
over Beach Rd.
Generally minor breaches
of defences.
Beach
Access 2- breached by
200mm. Water would
flow over Beach Rd to the
northern side traversing
up Elliot St for about
10m.
Beach Access 3 height is
sufficient. Water would
overtop
levee in
playground area by 100200mm. Water would
flow over Beach Rd and
traverse about 15m up
Cornish St and Gilbert St.
Generally defences may
prove to be adequate
with minor overtopping.
Access 4 breached by
200mm. The integrity of
narrow shell grit levees is
questionable.
Defences are generally
higher in this section.
Access 5 breached by
200mm and would flow
over Beach Rd traversing
up Weaver St for about
10m.
Defences are generally
higher in this section.
Beach Access 6 height is
sufficient. Water would
flow over Beach Rd and
just enter Bowden Street.
Water is likely to overtop
the dunes and enter
through walkways, and
then traverse west back
towards Section 6.

Subject to
the raising of
the low point
access way
(minor work)

Section 1
(Between Beach
Access 1 and 2)

Section 2
(Between Beach
Access 2 and 3)

Section 3
(Between Beach
Access 3 and 4)

Section 4
(Between Beach
Access 4 and 5)

Section 5
(Between Beach
Access 5 and 6)

Section 6
(Between Beach
Access 6 and
Dunes)
Dunes section

Depth

Of water
over
defences
00 m

Depth

Depth

On
Beach
Road
00 mm

Adjacent
foreshore
00 mm

Depth

Northern
side of
Beach Rd
00 mm

But nos. 28,
32-34 would
suffer major
breaches

0-200mm

00-100
mm

Varies
(majority
sites are
elevated)

00 mm

Note: low
broken point
between 36
and 38.
Serious
breach of
defences at
44.
Note: low
point near
fence at
Access 3.
Serious
breach of
defences at
48.
No. 68 and
70 would be
overtopped
by 100200mm.

Generally
100mm

200-300
mm

Varies
(majority
sites are
elevated)

0-100mm

Generally
0-100mm

200-300
mm

600-700
mm

100-200
mm

Major breach
at 74 Beach
Rd. The
integrity of
narrow shell
grit levees is
questionable.
Note
low
point
of
1.88m AHD
adjacent the
fence
of
Access 6.
Dune height
may be in
range of 2.25
to 1.6m AHD.

No means
to drain
water
Generally
0-200 mm

200-100
mm

600-700
mm

100-200
mm

No means
to drain
water
Generally
00-100
mm

100-100
mm

Generally
000-100
mm

100-00
mm

Up to
400mm

00-00
mm

600-700
mm

00-100
mm

No means
to drain
water
600-700
mm
No means
to drain
water
Various
(depending
on
location)

00-00
mm

00-00
mm
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What is the likely impact on Coobowie of a 2.3m AHD event (2050 sea-flood scenario)
General Possible Impact
The flood mapping below provides a visual rendition of the impact of a 2.3m AHD26 flood to
Coobowie, if the event was of significant duration and not just a short overtopping of the
defences27. It is also important to recall that this event is the 1 in 100 ARI flood event, and
therefore an extremely rare event.
Figure 4:23 Sea-flood risk scenario 2.30m AHD (2050)

Access Points: 1-6
Sections: S1 to S6

Coobowie
Sea flood scenario
Risk 2050
2.30m AHD

Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)

Specific possible impacts
Using the visual presentation of the existing protection works, the visual representation of the
DEM, and the surveying points of the surveyor, the likely impacts of a sea flood of 2.3m AHD are
listed in Table 4:5 below.
Note: The areas of main breaches are noted below, but water traverses quickly in all directions
and would inundate entire areas uniformly, irrespective of the location of the breach.

26

2050 sea flood risk, including ‘wave height’ but without ‘wave run-up’ component.
Note: The existing Coobowie DTM is of low resolution and in a large grid format of 10m x 10m and some readings
are inconsistent with surveyor’s levels. The 2.3m AHD flood risk map was generated by giving precedence to the
surveyor’s spot heights and using the DTM set at 2.1m AHD to build a picture of the general contours of the site.
27
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Table 4:5 Sea-flood risk scenario 2.30m AHD (2050)

Location

Caravan Park
Section
Section 1
(Between Beach
Access 1 and 2)
Section 2
(Between Beach
Access 2 and 3)

Section 3
(Between Beach
Access 3 and 4)

Section 4
(Between Beach
Access 4 and 5)

Section 5
(Between Beach
Access 5 and 6)

Section 6
(Between Beach
Access 6 and
Dunes)
Dunes section

Location and nature
of breaches

Notes

The levee system would
be overtopped by 200mm
and the lower caravan
park significantly flooded
All defences of residents
would be overtopped.
Beach Access 1 would be
breached by 300mm.
All defences would be
overtopped. Access 2
overtopped by 400mm.
Water would flow over
Beach Road and traverse
up Elliot St for about 40m.
All defences would be
overtopped. Access 3
overtopped by 200mm.
Water would flow over
Beach Road and traverse
about 40m up Cornish St
and 55m up Gilbert St.
All defences would be
overtopped. Access 4
overtopped by 400mm.
Water would flow over
Beach Road in front of the
general store.
All defences would be
overtopped. Access 5
breached by 400mm.
Water would flow over
Beach Road and traverse
about 50m up Weaver St.
All defences would be
overtopped and water
would flow over Beach
Road and traverse about
30m up Bowden Street.
Water
is
likely
to
significantly overtop the
dunes, and then traverse
west
back
towards
Section 6. Dune height
may be in range of 2.25 to
1.6m AHD.

Note: Low
point at
beach access
1.67m

Note: The
integrity of
narrow shell
grit levees
are in
question
Note: The
integrity of
narrow shell
grit levees
are in
question
Note: a low
point
of
1.88m near
the fence of
Beach Access
6.
Properties to
the north of
the
dunes
will
have
increased
flooding

Depth

Of water
over
defences

Depth

Depth

Depth

Adjacent
foreshore

200
mm

Of water
on
Beach
Road
0-100
mm

200-400
mm

100-300
mm

Generally
300mm

400-500
mm

800-900
mm
No means
to drain
water
800-900
Mm

100-300
mm

Generally
200-300
mm

500-500
mm

No means
to drain
water
800-900
mm

300-400
mm

Generally
200-400
mm

400-300
mm

800-900
mm

300-400
mm

Generally
200-300
mm

300-300
mm

No means
to drain
water
800-900
mm

100-200
mm

Generally
300-400
mm

300-100
mm

Up to
600mm –
(but action
of the sea
may be
different)

00-00
mm

800
mm

Northern
side of
Beach
Road
0
mm
00 -200
mm

No means
to drain
water

No means
to drain
water
800-900
No means
to drain
water
Various
depending
on
location

000-200
mm

00-00
mm
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What is the likely impact on Coobowie of a 3.0m AHD event (2100)?
The flood mapping below provides a visual rendition of the impact of 3.0m AHD28 flood to
Coobowie, if the event was of significant duration and not just a short overtopping of the
defences29. It is also important to recall that this flood scenario is the 1 in 100 ARI event, and
therefore an extremely rare event.
Figure 4:24 Sea-flood risk scenario 3.0m AHD (2100)

Access Points: 1-6
Sections: S1 to S6

Coobowie
Sea flood scenario
Risk 2100
3.00m AHD

Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)

Specific possible impacts
The concept of flood mapping this far into the future is to enable policy makers to consider the
long term effect of planning decisions. Infrastructure and housing have long life spans. It is
important to note that this flood risk scenario is dependent on an accelerated rate in which sea
level rises in the second half of the century30. It is expected that scientists will monitor the rate
of sea level rise over the coming decades and will be able to more accurately forecast
anticipated rises by the end of the century.

28

2100 sea flood risk, with wave height, but without ‘wave run-up’ component.
Note: The existing Coobowie DTM is of low resolution and in a large grid format of 10m x 10m and some readings
are inconsistent with surveyor’s levels. The 3.0m AHD flood risk map was generated by giving precedence to the
surveyor’s spot heights and using the DTM set at 2.8m AHD to build a picture of the general contours of the site.
30 The average rate of rise required to meet the first CPB sea level rise bench mark of 0.3m by 2050 is 5mm per year
whereas the average rate required to meet the second bench mark of a further 0.7m by 2100 is 14mm.
29
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In brief, the likely impact of this flood scenario within Coobowie is:





Water may traverse to Anesty Road (the upper ridge line at levels 2.8m to 3.0m AHD)
and cross over this ridge line in places at levels up to 200mm and inundate the
northern portion of Coobowie. Contextual note, for the flood waters to travel this far
inland the event would have to be of significant duration.
Beach Road would be inundated at depths of 1.0m to 1.2m.
Giles Street West may be inundated at depths of 1.3m to 1.5m.

In all three scenarios, flood waters would remain trapped behind the frontal defence system
with no means to drain water away after the flood event.

4.3.4

Conclusion – analysis of the impact of sea-flood scenarios

The highest level of water that has impacted Coobowie since protection measures were
introduced in the 1960s and 1970s is likely to have been 1.80- 1.90m AHD (including wave
height) and since that time the defences have held against subsequent events (with minor
inundation at points).
The current 1 in 100 risk (2015) is 2.1m AHD (including wave height) and if this event was to
occur, defences would be seriously breached with water covering Beach Road at depth of 100300mm. The major impact would be felt between Beach Road and the coast, with only minor
inundation occurring to the north of Beach Road. After such an event water would lie between
Beach road and the frontal protection works with no means of draining away.
The 1 in 100 risk (2050) is 2.3m AHD (including wave height) and if this event was to occur,
defences would be seriously breached with water covering Beach Road at depth of 300-500mm.
The major impact would be felt between Beach Road and the coast, but some inundation would
also occur to the north of Beach Road of up to 300-400mm. After such an event water would lie
between Beach road and the frontal protection works with no means of draining away.
While it is recognised that the 2100 event is dependent on the realisation of the predicted
modelling, such an event would seriously inundate most of the township. Additionally, after
such an event water would lie in various places around the town without any means of draining
away.
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Analyse emergency egress and access

For reasons outlined in the introduction (p. 9) an analysis of emergency egress and access issues
for the 2.3m AHD sea-flood scenario for 2050 will be utilised. This assessment takes no account
of any protection works that may be implemented subsequent to this study. In conducting this
assessment it is also important to recall the nature of sea flooding in the Coobowie area (Table
4:6).
Table 4:6 Sea flood characteristics for Coobowie coastal region.
Flood characteristic
Depth of water
Velocity of water
Wave height
Direction of water
Duration of flood
Warning

Coobowie region

Over Beach Road : 200 to 700mm
Low, due to tidal action and ocean terrain
Nil, or very low
From the east
Short 1-2 hours
Predictable as the flood will relate to tide.

In 2.3m AHD (2050) flood event could residents move away from the source of flood and move
to a safe place (egress)?
The combined factors of the nature of the sea flood, the grid pattern of streets in Coobowie, and
the natural topography of the settlement that becomes elevated in directions west, north, and
east would provide easy movement away from the flood source.
Figure 4:25 Emergency egress pattern in 2.30m sea flood (2050)

Coobowie
Emergency egress
Risk 2050
2.30m AHD
Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)
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In a 2.3m AHD (2050) flood event could emergency vehicles access Coobowie?
The combined factors of the grid pattern of streets in Coobowie and the natural topography of
the settlement that becomes elevated in directions west, north, and east would provide easy
movement of emergency service vehicles into close proximity to most locations in Coobowie.
The nature of the flood being of low velocity and duration should allow movement of personnel
over the remaining short distances that cannot be accessed by vehicles. Areas most problematic
would be adjacent to the existing protection works which would have water at depth of 0.8m.
Figure 4:26 Emergency egress pattern in 2.30m sea flood (2050) (Schematic diagram)

Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)

Conclusion:
A preliminary investigation of emergency egress and access issues would suggest that Coobowie
would cope satisfactorily with a 2.3m AHD flood event (2050).
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Establish profile of assets at risk

4.5.1 Strategy and of assessment
The purpose of this section is to identify the built assets at risk from sea-flood divided into two
main categories: privately owned assets, and council owned assets. Identifying the different
construction types provides appropriate data from which to offer some solutions for future
adaptation. Identifying the value of the assets provides a context for future decision making, and
assigning approximate damage costs in each flood scenario assists in prioritising future actions.

4.5.2 Privately owned assets
The analysis of the assets at risks will be confined to those situated on Beach Road from the
caravan park, until the point that Beach Road becomes Hickeys Lane31 (Figure 4:27)
Figure 4:27 Location of assets at risk

Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)

The DEM provided with the study for Coobowie is not precise enough to establish natural ground areas from which
to add estimated floor heights and therefore a surveyor was employed to survey the finished floor levels only of the
assets deemed at risk in sea-flood scenarios for 2015 and 2050. Additionally, the Anesty Road ridge line is at heights
2.80m AHD and above which would substantially protect this portion of the settlement from a 3.0m AHD event.
31
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Current land use
The current land use of the privately owned allotments in the ‘at risk’ area on Beach Road is
depicted in Figure 4:28.
Figure 4:28 Current land use on Beach Road (at risk area).

Current Land Use
Commercial
4%

Double Storey
13%

Vacant

Shed Only

Vacant
7% Shed Only
3%

Single Level
73%
Single Level
Double Storey

Commercial

Yorke Peninsula Council valuation records for 2015 show that the land and buildings for privately
owned assets (including commercial assets) in the ‘at risk area’ are valued at:

Table 4:7 Sea flood characteristics for Coobowie coastal region.

Location
Beach Rd (southern side)
Beach Rd (northern side)
Total

Site Value
$10,571,000
$4,784,000
$15,355,000

Improvements
$6,077,000
$5,211,000
$11,288,000

Total Capital Value
$16,648,000
$9,995,000
$26,643,000
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Building foundation types
The foundation types utilised in 82 buildings in the beach road ‘at risk’ area is depicted in
Figure 4:29.

Building foundation types
Poles
1%

Stumps
14%

Concrete
85%
Concrete

Stumps

Poles

Building construction types
The foundation types utilised in 82 buildings in the beach road ‘at risk’ area is depicted in
Figure 4:30.

Building construction types*
Transportable
11%

Light Weight
27%
Brick
62%

Brick

Light Weight

Transportable

*Note: some interchange exists with designation ‘light weight’ and ‘transportable’.
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Building age (approximate)
The age of the 82 existing buildings within the Beach Road ‘at risk’ area was estimated and the
findings are represented by Figure 4:31.
Figure 4:31 Approximate age of dwellings on Beach Road
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4
2
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20 < 30

30 < 40

40 < 50

50 < 60

Over 60

Years

4.5.3 Impact of sea-flood scenarios upon assets
Using the surveyed floor levels the depth of flood is calculated for each dwelling in the ‘at risk’
area.
Damage costs for each of the scenarios are assigned based on depth of flood over floor level and
are reported in present day values. Assigning damage costs in this way provides a methodology
for comparison between scenarios in one settlement and assists in prioritising actions in
comparison with other settlements. The purpose is not to predict what the cost might be in the
future for ‘doing nothing’.
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Scenario 2015
If the 2015 one in one hundred ARI sea-flood scenario occurred in 2015, and it lasted for a
significant duration of time (not just a brief overtopping of the defences), 22 dwellings in the
Beach Road ‘at risk’ area are likely to be inundated with a potential damage cost to buildings of
$336,000.
Figure 4:32 Beach Road ‘at risk’ area– impact of 2.1m AHD sea-flood event on buildings.

Flood depth over floor

Floor height over flood

Scenario 2015
1 in 100 ARI sea-flood of 2.1m AHD
Buildings at risk
0ver 1.2m

7

0.9m - 1.2m

4

0.6m - 0.9m

9

0.3m - 0.6m

23

0 m - 0.3m

Flood level

0 m - 0.3m

16

9

0.3m - 0.6m

11

0.6m - 0.9m

2

0.9m - 1.2m

0

0ver 1.2m

0

Number of buildings
Table 4:8 Beach Road ‘at risk’ area (2.1m AHD event) – potential damage cost to buildings.
Potential damage in 2.1m AHD sea-flood event
Water over FFL

Buildings

$ damage

>0.00

2

$12,000

>0.10

1

$9,000

>0.30

6

$72,000

>0.40

3

$45,000

>0.50

6

$108,000

>0.60

2

$42,000

>0.70

2

$48,000

>0.80

0

>0.90

0

>1.00

0

>1.10

0

Total

22

$336,000
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Scenario 2050
If the 2050 one in one hundred ARI sea-flood scenario occurred in 2015, and it lasted for a
significant duration of time (not just a brief overtopping of the defences), 29 dwellings are likely
to be inundated with a potential damage cost of $507,000.
Figure 4:33 Beach Road ‘at risk’ area– impact of 2.3m AHD sea-flood event on buildings.

Flood depth over floor

Floor height over flood

Scenario 2050
1 in 100 ARI sea-flood of 2.3m AHD
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0ver 1.2m

6

0.9m - 1.2m

4

0.6m - 0.9m

3

0.3m - 0.6m
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0 m - 0.3m
0 m - 0.3m
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0.3m - 0.6m
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0

Number of buildings
Table 4:9 Beach Road ‘at risk’ area (2.3m AHD event) – potential damage cost to buildings.
Potential damage in 2.3m AHD sea-flood event
Water over FFL

Buildings

$ damage

>0.00

5

$30,000

>0.10

4

$36,000

>0.30

0

$0

>0.40

1

$15,000

>0.50

6

$108,000

>0.60

4

$84,000

>0.70

5

$120,000

>0.80

2

$54,000

>0.90

2

$60,000

>1.00

0

>1.10

0

Total

29

$507,000
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Scenario 2100:
If the 2100 one in one hundred ARI sea-flood scenario occurred in 2015, and it lasted for a
significant duration of time (not just a brief overtopping of the defences), 68 dwellings in the
Beach Road ‘at risk’ area are likely to be inundated with a potential damage cost of $1,843,200.
Figure 4:34 Beach Road ‘at risk’ area– impact of 3.0m AHD sea-flood event on buildings.

Flood depth over floor

Flood height over floor

Scenario 2100
1 in 100 ARI sea-flood of 3.0m AHD
Buildings at risk
0ver 1.2m

0

0.9m - 1.2m

0

0.6m - 0.9m
0.3m - 0.6m

5
2

0 m - 0.3m

6

0 m - 0.3m

Flood level

7

0.3m - 0.6m

24

0.6m - 0.9m

17

0.9m - 1.2m

7

0ver 1.2m

13

Number of buildings
Table 4:10 Beach Road ‘at risk’ area (3.0m AHD event) – potential damage cost to buildings.
Potential damage in 3.0m AHD sea-flood event
Water over FFL

Buildings

$ damage

>0.00m

0

$0

>0.10m

0

$0

>0.30m

7

$84,000

>0.40m

4

$60,000

>0.50m

10

$180,000

>0.60m

10

$210,000

>0.70m

8

$192,000

>0.80m

4

$108,000

>0.90m

5

$150,000

>1.00m

0

$0

>1.10m

1

$37,200

>1.20m

6

$244,800

>1.30m

13

$577,200

Total

68

$1,843,200
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4.5.3 Council owned assets:
Yorke Peninsula Council’s assets in Coobowie are buildings, structures such as public toilets,
shelters, picnic facilities and sewer system, and public roads and footpaths. Assets likely to be
subject to inundation are identified and the full value of the assets at risk calculated. However,
taking into account the nature of the flood waters in the Coobowie region (see p. 37) and that
these flood events are tidal and therefore short lived, qualifications are added to contextualise
the risk appropriately.
Buildings (Council owned)
Table 4:11 Council owned buildings (and inundation risk assessment)
Council Assets - Buildings
Specific Item

Location

Caretaker's
Residence/ Office
Caretaker's Shed

Subject to inundation
Street

Caravan
Park
Caravan
Park
Ablution Block (Old Caravan
School Camp)
Park
Old School Building Caravan
Park
En-Suite Cabins
Caravan
(Seaward) (6)
Park
Deluxe Cabins
Caravan
(Seaward) (4)
Park

Beach
Road
Beach
Road
Salt Creek
Road
Salt Creek
Road
Beach
Road
Beach
Road

Ablution Block 1

Beach
Road
Beach
Road
Beach
Road
Beach
Road
Beach
Road
Beach
Road
Salt Creek
Road
Salt Creek
Road

Ablution Block 2
Storage Shed
En-Suite Cabins
(Main Park) (4)
Camp Kitchen
*Toilet Block
Community Hall
Clubrooms

Caravan
Park
Caravan
Park
Caravan
Park
Caravan
Park
Caravan
Park
Playground
Recreation
Reserve
Recreation
Reserve

TOTAL

Total Value

2015
2.1m

2050
2.3m

2100
3.0m

279,573

no

no

yes

30,561

no

no

yes

71,755

no

no

yes

271,677

no

no

yes

166,967

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

199,464

no

no

yes

56,747

no

no

yes

18,858

no

no

yes

70,751

no

no

yes

80,402

no

no

yes

101,784

yes

yes

yes

395,278

no

no

yes

51,131

no

no

yes

$101,784

$504,794

337,827

$2,132,774

$2,132,774
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Contextualisation notes:






A 2015 and 2050 flood event is likely to cause minimal damage cost to the toilet block in
the playground area.
In a 2050 event, the cabins situated in the lower caravan park section would be subject
to minor flooding. Floor levels of cabins range from 2.10m 2.20m AHD.
All buildings would be subject to inundation in a 2100 event, but this information should
be utilised for long term planning rather than assessing potential damage costs. Other
factors may come into play by 2100, including whether the integrity of the land near the
coast remains stable.
Current risk of any significant cost from damage to buildings to Council is low.

Structures (Council owned)
Table 4:12 Council owned structures (and inundation risk assessment)
Council Assets - Structures
Specific Item
Shelters32

Location

Street

Power Outlets

Recreation
Reserve
Recreation
Reserve
Caravan Park

Shelter33

Caravan Park

Main
Street
Main
Street
Main
Street
Salt Creek
Road
Salt Creek
Road
Main
Street
Beach Road

Fish Cleaning
Shelter
Playground

Caravan Park

Beach Road

Caravan Park

Bird Hide

Foreshore

Main
Street
Beach Road

Shelter
Playground
Lighting
Tennis Courts

Vehicle Park
Reserve
Vehicle Park
Reserve
Playground

Subject to inundation

TOTAL

32
33

Total
Value $

2015
2.1m

2050
2.3m

2100
3.0m

45,903

yes

yes

yes

25,779

yes

yes

yes

46,805

yes

yes

yes

16,097

no

no

yes

100,451

no

no

yes

27,220

no

no

yes

17,876

no

no

yes

15,731

no

no

yes

73,148

no

no

yes

11,835

no

no

no

$118,487

$118,487

$369,009

$380,844

Clarification is required – do the shelters with BBQs have electricity infrastructure?
If this shelter is located in the lower caravan park section, then it would be inundated in 2050 scenario.
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Contextualisation notes:






A 2015 and 2050 flood event is likely to cause minimal damage cost to the shelters and
playground equipment. The greatest damage cost to be incurred is likely to come from
water remaining on the inside of the levee bank with no means of draining it away.
Most structures would be subject to inundation in a 2100 event, but this information
should be utilised for long term planning rather than assessing potential damage costs.
Other factors may come into play by 2100, including whether the integrity of the land
near the coast remains stable.
Current risk of any significant cost to Council from damage to structures is low.

Items not on asset register (Council owned))
Table 4:13 Items not on asset register (and inundation risk assessment)
Council asset profile

Subject to inundation

Specific Item

Location

Street

Flood protection
levees
Flood protection
levees
Flood protection
levees
Sewer system

Caravan Park
Foreshore
Playground
Foreshore
Access 4 to Dunes
(old quarry)
Playground

Beach Road

Storm water
soakage pits (4)
Old Town Hall?

Locations
unknown
64 Beach Road

Beach Road

Beach Road
Beach Road
Beach Road

Beach Road

Total
Value $

2015
2.1m

2050
2.3m

2100
3.0m

-

yes

yes

yes

-

yes

yes

yes

-

yes

yes

yes

-

yes

yes

yes

-

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

Contextualisation notes:



The sewer system situated in the playground area may require maintenance after a
flood event (to be confirmed).
The nature and location of the storm water soakage pits are unknown (to be confirmed)

Roads and associated infrastructure
The flooding risk to roads and associated infrastructure over the next 30-40 years is primarily
restricted to Beach Road between the caravan park and dunes section (old quarry). Water may
enter roads that connect perpendicular to Beach Road but the depths would be low, and
duration of inundation would be short lived.
The Council asset register puts the value of road surfaces, footpaths, kerb and channel
infrastructure in this section of Beach Road at $313,334 (Appendix E).
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Ways to calculate possible cost of damage to roads are to ascertain the length of road affected
by flood waters and then multiply the asset value of the road by 5% (Balston et al, 2012) or
apply $8350.00 per km of length affected (Victorian Government 2000) but both of these
methods appear arbitrary.
The works manager (Keith Earl) from DC Mallala who has had experience with localised flooding
in that region was of the opinion that due to the rarity of the event, the short lived nature of the
event, and the more benign nature of the movement of water that damage and associated costs
were likely to be minimal to roads. However, this assumes that the water is capable of draining
away within a short time period after the event.

4.5.4 Summary:
This section provides an overall picture of the assets adjacent to Beach Road within the risk area
that are likely to be under threat if either a 2015 or 2050 sea-flood event occurred.
In these two sea-flood scenarios, the potential damage cost to residential assets is $336,000
(2015) and $507,000 (2050). Such an event may not just occur once, but could occur multiple
times and therefore damage bills would also be multiple and become more prohibitive.
Flood water would inundate Beach Road at depths up to 400mm but due to the short-lived
nature of the event, damage costs are expected to be minimal. Most other Council buildings and
structures are not expected to incur significant damage in the short to medium term.
However, if a 3.0m AHD event were to occur as predicted in the latter part of this century, the
damage would be significant for both residential and Council owned infrastructure. This factor
should be utilised in the longer term planning for the settlement and will be incorporated into
the second stage of this study.
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Identify current policy framework

Yorke Peninsula Council makes planning decisions regarding Coobowie in the context of broader
strategic policies and within the statutory requirements of the Development Act 1993.
Assessment questions: .
1. What are the key strategic planning policies in which Council makes coastal decisions?
2. What are the key development assessment policies for coastal development
applications?
3. How has Yorke Peninsula Council been operating within the statutory planning
environment?
4.6.1 What are the key strategic planning policies in which Council makes coastal decisions?
South Australian State strategic policy framework
The report Prospering in a Changing Climate: Climate Change Adaptation Framework for South
Australia relates to the entire state but recognising the importance of regional variation,
provides for the development of locally relevant responses for each of the twelve state regions.
The report notes that adaptation response should be prioritised by assessment of risk, cost and
equity using the best available science. The vulnerability of the coast to sea level rise is noted
with particular note taken of the Yorke Peninsula.
“Regional areas such as Yorke Peninsula are particularly vulnerable. Increasing development in the region,
which is popular for retirees and people seeking a sea change, increases the risks. ” (p35).
Coastal landowners and lenders are highlighted as vulnerable to losses from inundation and
erosion caused by rising sea levels. The policy recognises the importance of securing new
settlements from foreseeable sea level rise and other coastal impacts of climate change and also
guiding the adaptation of existing communities to cater for the impacts of climate change.
Regional strategic policy framework
There are a number of strategic level plans and policy documents which have some bearing on
the issue of sea level rise.


Central Local Government Region Integrated Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment 2030.

This report notes the importance of decision making on infrastructure such as roads during this
period as having implications as far forward as 2100 and beyond when sea level rise of a metre
or more is possible (p16). In other words decisions in the near future need to take into account
longer range predictions and the threats they imply. A vulnerability assessment score is
generated by assigning scores individually for exposure, sensitivity, potential impact and
adaptive capacity for each of the three factors above. For the region as a whole the vulnerability
index is medium with a high score for environmental factors.
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Yorke and Mid North Climate Change Action Plan

This policy document sets out the priorities for addressing climate change in the region. It notes
this as a process of reducing risk, improving resilience and maximising opportunities. It notes the
importance of planning decisions in respect of risk and sustainable limits. Resilience within local
communities, especially in respect of emergency management, is stressed as important. One of
three priority projects noted is the need for digital elevation modelling of the 800km of coast in
the region to improve understanding of the threats from sea level rise and storm surge impacts
on communities, industries and the environment.


Yorke Peninsula Regional Land Use Framework 2007

This document forms part of the Planning Strategy for South Australia which guides strategic
land use policy across the state. It notes that in recent years coastal settlements on the Yorke
Peninsula have experienced a surge in demand for both residential and holiday accommodation
and industry and tourism have expanded. In some areas on the Yorke Peninsula 40% of
residential properties are holiday homes and whilst in the past these may have been shacks
many are now being upgraded to more substantial properties (p11). Also the permanently
resident population is amongst the oldest in South Australia with a third of the population in
2006 aged over 60.
Policy statements relevant to sea level rise include:





Plan for the impacts of climate change, including sea level rise and storm surges
Ensure planning minimises risk to property and people, especially in low lying coastal
areas subject to erosion and flooding
Manage coastal development and tourism activities
Manage coastal township growth to avoid inefficient linear development and exposure
of people and property to hazards (eg flooding, coastal erosion) (p15).

Coobowie is not designated for significant expansion in the plan and the township is not
expected to experience significant population growth.


Yorke Peninsula Council Strategic Plan 2012-2015

The Plan sits within the broader context set out in the South Australia State Strategic Plan which
inter alia, notes that citizens should actively participate in shaping the future of the state and
that the state should be prepared for natural disasters.
The plan commits Council to work with state government and other agencies to ensure
adequate coastal protection work, required to maintain the significant coastline, is undertaken
(Sustainable Communities 2.2).
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4.6.2 What are the key development assessment policies for coastal development applications?
Current statutory framework
Yorke Peninsula Council assesses proposals for new development under the Development Act
1993 using policy set out in the Council’s Local Development Plan.
The South Australian Coast Protection Board provides the state-wide policy for dealing with
coastal matters and this policy finds its expression and application through local Development
Plans. The Development Act 1993 and Development Regulations 2008 require Councils to refer
new development in coastal zones to Coast Protection Board for ‘regard’ or ‘direction’. A
typical matter for ‘regard’ relates to the height above 0 AHD that a housing site or floor level is
to be set. Matters for ‘direction’ include the implementation of coastal protection works. Coast
Protection Board policy since 1991 has been to advise Councils to set floor levels 0.25m above
the one in hundred ARI event and an additional 0.3m to allow for sea level rise by 2050. New
development should also be able to demonstrate how it will cater for an additional 0.7m sea
level rise by 2100.
Local Development Plan
The Yorke Peninsula Council Development Plan (consolidated 6th November, 2014) is the
statutory policy document to manage new development in the region. The Development Plan
has been revised using the Better Development Plan process and therefore does contain the
current Coast Protection Board policy.
The four main land use zones applied within the Beach Road ‘at risk’ area are (Figure 4:35):





Settlement Zone (the northern side of Beach Road)
Coastal Settlement Zone (contained within the area between Beach Road and the coast)
Coastal Open Space (a zone between the ocean and either of the other two zones).
Caravan and Tourist Park

With this current zoning arrangement, there is no requirement for development applications on
the northern side of Beach Road, nor applications on the south side of Beach Road (within the
dunes area) to be referred to Coast Protection Board for advice (Schedule 8, Development
Regulations). However, the Development Plan does contain Principle of Development Control
20 (p. 26) that states that ‘development…should be protected from sea level rise by ensuring all
of the following apply:
(a) Site and building floor levels are in accordance with those outlined in Table YoP/1 –
Coastal Areas: Site/Building Floor Levels
(b) There are practical measures available to protect the development against an additional
sea level rise of 0.7 metres…’
The policy heights for Coobowie are 2.5m AHD for sites, and 2.65m AHD for floor levels.
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Figure 4:35 Current land use zoning for Coobowie with ‘at risk’ overlay (Map YoP/54)

Aerial photograph: Digital Terrain Model, 2008 (DENWR)

The Yorke Peninsula Council Development Plan also contains Table YoP/4 – Design Guidelines for
Coastal Dwellings which is a six page policy document to which applicants must have regard,
including those applications which are proposed for the Settlement Zone.
4.6.3 How has Yorke Peninsula Council been operating within the statutory planning
environment?
DENWR (CPB) reported that Yorke Peninsula Council referred 11 development applications for
review from period of 2003 to 2015. Only one of these was a subdivision into multiple
allotments (5). This proposal is situated on the northern side of Beach Road behind the caravan
park.
A review of Development Applications for number 46 and 88 Beach Road demonstrated that
Council has applied referral advice.
A new dwelling at number 85 on the northern side of Beach Road was not required to be
referred to Coast Protection Board, but its floor level was surveyed at 2.56m AHD which
approaches the level required in Table YoP/134.

34

This may be a result of variations in survey height within accepted range (0.1m).
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4.6.4 Conclusions
The broader strategic policy outlook for Coobowie is that it is not designated for future
expansion and not expected to come under any significant population pressure. Any future
expansion is expected to be contained within the existing settlement borders.
The Yorke Peninsula Council Development Plan does contain current Coast Protection Board
policy.
Only development applications on the southern side (coastal) of Beach Road are required to be
referred to Coast Protection Board but the requirements of the Development Plan are that new
sites and floor levels are to be set in accordance with Coast Protection Board policy.
A brief review of a sample of three new development proposals in the Beach Road area
demonstrated that floor levels were set at appropriate heights and advice from Coast Protection
Board appropriately applied.
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Explore liability issues


What obligation did the Council have to take into account impacts from the sea at the
establishment of Coobowie?

Coobowie was established in 1878 almost 100 years before there was any formal planning
legislation. There was no overarching statutory requirement for those who established
Coobowie to take into account actions of the sea.


What protection works have been implemented and were they implemented in
accordance with approved plans (Table 4:13)?

Table 4:13 Sea-flood protection works installed at Coobowie
Works
Levee to caravan
park

Implemented
by:
Council

Installation
Date
To be
identified
(presumed
after the
1960s)
1940s

Portions of rock
sea wall in Section
1 and 2

Unknown

Various sea walls in
Sections 1-3

Property
owners

Various (some
prior to 1960s
others
recently)

Earthen bund in
front of
playground, park
and to the old
town hall (Section
4)
Various earthen
and shell grit bunds
(Sections 4-6)

Council

1960s

Council and
Property
owners

Various (but a
shell grit levee
was formed by
the Council in
1960s).

Planning
Approvals

Responsibility

Likely to predate
the requirement
for approvals

Council to maintain

No approval
necessary at the
time of
installation
A review of
sample planning
applications
reveal that
approvals were
obtained (No.
46). Some ad hoc
works have no
approval
No approval
necessary at the
time of
installation

Property owners have
responsibility to
maintain.

Various
requirements.
Some ad hoc
works exist. A
new shell grit
levee has been
installed at 46
Beach Road in
accordance with
approved plans

May be a complex issue.
A question as to who is
responsible to maintain
the shell grit levee
installed in the 1960s.

Property owners have
responsibility to
maintain

Council to maintain as it
protects community
land. A question as to
who is responsible at
#60 and 62.
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Have protection works implemented by Council been breached?

Council has no records of any breaches of its protection works to the caravan park or the
earthen bund in front of the playground, park or old town hall. Residents report that
overtopping has been close at times but the works have not been breached.


In the case of new development within the settlements, have appropriate planning
and Coast Protection Board policies been followed?

The Yorke Peninsula Council Development Plan does contain current Coast Protection Board
policy.
Only development applications on the southern side (coastal) of Beach Road are required to be
referred to Coast Protection Board but the requirements of the Development Plan are that new
sites and floor levels are to be set in accordance with Coast Protection Board policy.
A brief review of a sample of three new development proposals in the Beach Road area
demonstrated that floor levels were set at appropriate heights and advice from Coast Protection
Board appropriately applied.


Has the Council made available sea level rise data to residents?

Not prior to this study, but as part of the study, ‘fact sheets’ have been sent to all land owners
and one round of community consultation has been concluded where residents and land owners
were educated about sea level rise issues.


Are there any emergency warnings and/or evacuation procedures in place?

No, and recommendations will be made in the second half of this study.
Summary
In relation to the tort based claims of nuisance and negligence where the payment of damages
can eventuate, the following points are relevant to the discussion:







Coobowie was founded in the 1800s so the Council has no liability stemming from the
founding of the settlement.
While there is a general statute that Councils are to act to keep their resident’s safe (see
Local Government Act) it is unlikely that the Council is legally required to implement
protection works per se´ and the limit of its direct financial liability is likely be to that of
its own assets.
It is common knowledge that threats can emanate from the sea and those that choose
to live near the sea personally accept that risk (similar to those who choose to live in
bushfire regions or in earthquake zones).
In relation to liability in respect of protection works, the Council is likely to have a
responsibility to ensure that its own protection works are adequately maintained in
integrity and height. However, in the case of Coobowie where all property owners share
the shore boundary, maintaining its own works may be of no consequence if
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neighbouring property owners fail to maintain theirs. This matter will be dealt with
further in Stage 2 of this study.
While there is no legal responsibility to implement protection works, Councils do have a
responsibility to warn their constituents of any danger of which Council is aware.
Therefore, the Council should make the findings and mapping from studies such as this
one available to the public. The Council has mailed a sea level rise fact sheet and has
concluded one round of community consultation, with one more round to come as part
of this study. The State of Play reports will also be placed on the Council website.
Warning systems and evacuation procedures can be implemented and overseen by local
resident’s associations and also fulfil the Council’s responsibility to ensure that residents
are as safe as possible. This matter will be dealt with further in Stage 2 of the study.

Administrative appeals may arise out of the solutions proposed to mitigate the threat of
increased sea levels and storm surge heights. For example, if the Council were to restrict the
types of development that could be approved, appeals to these decisions may be likely. There
doesn’t appear to be any available parcels of land in close proximity to the coast where the
Council may be under pressure to allow development. Irrespective of this factor, the recent
trend in Court decisions indicates that the Court will take into account climate change related
factors.
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5. Community consultation report - Coobowie (Part 2)
As noted in Section 3, the reporting of both formal and informal community consultation
outcomes has been reported within the flow of the main body of this report. The purpose of this
section is to identify any issues raised in the formal community consultation meeting of 14 th
April that has not been yet reported:
In relation to sea-flooding:







Residents generally felt that they would be most vulnerable to flooding along the
existing housing settlement of Beach Road.
In response to the question, ‘what wind direction accompanies the highest flood levels’,
the answer was, ‘north-west or south-west’.
One group of residents reported a major event in the 1950s that flowed down Beach
Road in the Cornish and Gilbert Street area. However, this event predates the
installation of the 1960s protection system.
One group of residents recalled minor sand bagging of a levee in 1982.
One group of residents noted that they were concerned about the ‘long term stability of
the land’ and ‘water coming up through the ground’.

In relation to rainwater flooding:



One group of residents said that ‘rainwater flooding’ was a bigger concern than sea
water flooding.
Residents also reported in informal and formal consultation that the pipe that drains
water from the detention system above Coobowie drains water directly down the main
street or into Giles Street West location. Geoff Fisher (Australian Water Environments)
inspected the system on 25th May and concluded that the water should be draining to
the eastern side of the road (Refer also Figure 4:3). This matter will be addressed briefly
in the second stage of the study.
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6. Summary and Conclusion
6.1

Summary Table – Coobowie
Stage

1. Site history

2. Existing
protection

Question

Summary comment

Were climate change and sea level rise
issues relevant?

No

What existing natural protection exists?

General topography of Coobowie which
rises to the north, east and west means
that flooding can only inundate 600700m adjacent Beach Road. The beach is
likely to have been stable with minimal
erosion.
No major breaches since the 1960s.
Minor overtopping of dunes and
protection works have occurred.
A levee to the caravan park and a bund
to foreshore by Council. Various
protection works by land owners, with
varying degrees of integrity.
Most defences would be overtopped by
0.1m to 0.3m. The caravan park would
not be overtopped. Sites adjacent the
coast would have depth of flood at
0.6m-0.7m. Beach Rd to depth of 0.3m
at deepest. Sites on the north side of
Beach rd would suffer minor inundation.
All defences would be overtopped by
0.3m to 0.5m. Sites adjacent the coast
would have depth of flood at 0.8m1.0m. Six buildings on the north side of
Beach road would also suffer minor
inundation. Beach Road to a depth of
0.5 at the deepest point.
Coobowie would suffer major flooding in
this event, and if no protection works
were installed to Anesty Road, the
majority of the buildings to the north
would also be seriously flooded.
The velocity, wave action and duration
of the flood is likely to be minimal.
Depth of water adjacent the shoreline
could be as high as 0.8m to 1.0m but
depth of water over Beach Road at 0.4
to 0.5m. The grid pattern of the streets
that become more elevated away from
Beach Road suggest that emergency
egress is satisfactory.
Noting the flood action above, and the
grid pattern of the streets, emergency
services vehicles are likely to be able to
access to places in close proximity to the
main flood area .

When was the settlement founded?

What breaches have occurred?
What man-made protection works have
been installed into the settlement?
3. Impact of
storm events

What is the likely impact for a 2.1 m
AHD event?

What is the likely impact for a 2.3 m
AHD event?

What is the likely impact of a 3.0m AHD
event?

4. Emergency
access and
egress

Egress issues in a 2.3 AHD event

Emergency vehicle access in a 2.5m AHD
event.

1876
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5. Profile of
assets at risk

How many private buildings are likely to
be affected in 2.1m event?

How many private buildings are likely to
be affected in 2.3m event?

How many private buildings are likely to
be affected in 3.0m event?

How many council owned buildings are
likely to be inundated in 2015 scenarios?
How many council owned buildings are
likely to be inundated in 2050 scenarios?
What Council owned structures are
likely to be subject to inundation?
6. Statutory
policy
framework

What are key development polices?

7. Liability
issues

Is Council liable if it fails to implement
protection?
Have residents been warned?

How has Council operated within the
statutory planning environment?

Have emergency procedures been
implemented?
Are there conditions relating to the
maintenance of protection works
Is there a maintenance regime of
protection works?

July 2015

22 out of the existing 82 buildings in the
‘at risk’ area would suffer inundation, 12
of these with water at depths over 0.60.
Estimated damage costs are $336k (in
present day values)
29 out of the existing 82 buildings in the
‘at risk’ area would suffer inundation, 13
of these with water at depths over 0.5m.
Estimated damage costs are $507k (in
present day values)
68 out of the existing 82 buildings in the
‘at risk’ area would suffer inundation, 47
of those with water at depths over 0.5m.
Estimated damage costs are $1.843m (in
present day values)
Inundation of a toilet block
Additional minor flooding in cabins in
lower caravan park.
Shelters, and playground areas will be
inundated but damage cost expected to
be minor. (Unknown about sewer
system).
Development Plan incorporates current
Coast Protection Board polices including
site and building heights for Coobowie.
Council refers applications to CPB,
applies advice received, and applies
building and site levels.
No
A newspaper article and a fact sheet
mail out to all residents have begun this
process. One round of public
consultation meetings has been held at
which residents will be informed of the
sea-flood risks.
No
No
Council staff review protection works as
part of general duties as required but
there is no formal maintenance regime
of protection works.
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6.2
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Conclusion

Stage one of the Coastal Settlements Adaptation Study have now been completed and the findings
are contained in this report. In stage one, the coastal settlements of Coobowie was assessed utilising
the first seven steps of the investigative framework:
1. Establish settlement history.
2. Analyse existing sea-flood protection.
3. Analyse the impact of sea-flood scenarios.
4. Analyse emergency access and egress.
5. Establish profile of the assets at risk.
6. Identify current policy framework.
7. Explore liability issues.
The overarching purpose of conducting the investigation is to provide a basis to make
recommendations for adaptation options. These options can be categorised as:


Protect: use various means such as construction of sea walls, beach sand replenishment or
installation of drainage swales to protect existing development;

•

Accommodate: use means such as raising buildings, protecting buildings from flooding;

•

Retreat: abandon settlements and move development inland in the face of rising sea levels.
The concept of ‘retreat’ is also known as ‘planned retreat’.

•

Defer: threats have been assessed, and perhaps costs and options analysed but there are
valid reasons to wait until to a later date to act.

•

Do nothing: ignore the risks and do nothing.

An analysis of these adaptation options will be the focus of Stage 2 of the project, and Step 8 in the
investigative framework.
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8. Appendices:
Appendix A –

Community Sea Level Rise Fact Sheet

Appendix B –

Community Consultation Maps – with participant’s contributions.

Appendix C -

Historical Beach Review (photographic analysis) - Coobowie

Appendix D -

Photographic analysis of flood defences – Coobowie

Appendix E -

Council Asset Register – Roads
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Appendix A: Community Fact Sheet
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Fact Sheet
Yorke Peninsula Council - Seawater Flooding Study
Introduction - Coastal Change
Many Australians choose to live near the sea.
Our coastline is constantly changing in ways that affect
people who live near it. In some coastal areas we need
to find ways of managing the risk of coastal flooding
that may affect homes and properties.

Facts about rising sea levels
Evidence suggests that sea levels have been gradually rising
and are predicted to rise further. Tide gauges on our coast
have provided more than 100 years of information about
tides and storms.
In South Australia, sea levels are estimated to have risen an
average of 1.5mm per year during the 20th Century. Since
1990, sophisticated measurement stations have recorded
an average rise of 4.3mm per year.
In 1991, the Coast Protection Board predicted that the sea
may rise 300mm by 2050.
Actual sea level records suggest this prediction is
likely to be realised.

Identifying the Risks
Council is leading a study jointly funded by the Commonwealth Government, Coast Protection Board
and Council under the Natural Disaster Resilience Program to identify and map coastal flooding risks to
local communities.
The study will identify which properties may be at risk of future flood events and will help Council and
the community to plan for and manage these future risks.

There have been incidents in recent years where water
threatened to overtop the levees and dunes around the
gulf. One of the highest flooding events of the last thirty
years occurred on Anzac Day, 2009.
Do you recall what happened in your town on that day?
Do you recall other flooding events prior to this?
But what if these flooding events had been higher as
predicted may be the case by 2050? The flood map
(right) shows how Coobowie may be affected in such an
event. In these worst case scenarios properties are likely
to be flooded. Roads into some parts of the settlements
may also be flooded and emergency vehicles may not be
able to access all areas.

Adapting to rising sea levels
In the Yorke Peninsula coastal region, flood defences have been designed for past conditions. In the future we
may need to plan for flood levels that may be higher than they are now. Some settlements have more natural
protection from flood, while others have less. Some newer coastal houses have floor levels above predicted
flood levels. Some older houses may be lower than the predicted level.

Council is developing an Adaptation Plan, in consultation with
the community, to respond to the risks from rising sea levels.

Find out more. Have your say. Come to a Workshop.
You are invited to participate in Council’s planning for
sea level rise. To help us plan, you can attend any
workshop to share your knowledge of living in the
area, discuss the current risks of coastal flooding, and
find out about future flood risks.
Please bring your flood photos and videos!
For more information, enquiries or feedback
please contact Yorke Peninsula Council:
Telephone: 08 8832 0000
Fax: 08 8853 2494 e-mail: admin@yorke.sa.gov.au
Postal Address: PO Box 88, Minlaton SA 5575

Workshop 1 Date: 12 May 2015 Time: 2:30 PM
Venue: Port Clinton Community Hall
Workshop 2 Date: 13 May 2015 Time: 1: 30 PM
Venue: Pine Point Town Hall
Workshop 3 Date: 13 May 2015 Time: 7: 00 PM
Venue: Coobowie Community Hall

Appendix B: Coobowie community consultation feedback- maps with
mark up from residents 14th May, 2015.

Coobowie Community Consultation Feedback – Group 1 (Facilitator Natasha)

Coobowie Community Consultation Feedback – Group 2 (Facilitator Jon)

Coobowie Community Consultation Feedback – Group 3 (Facilitator Stephen)
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Appendix C: Historical beach review (photographic analysis) Coobowie.

June 2015

Coobowie

(Available in PowerPoint version)

Hickeys Road

Click on the sections to
review historical photographs

Beach history
N

Scale : 1:7000

Return to report

Beach history – Caravan park section
1974

1979

1974_Yorke_0bliques (270)_YP_ Coobowie (Coast Protection Board)

1979_04_15_Yorke_obliques_(131)_YP_Coboowie (SIC)

2005

2014

Map
2005 Yorke 0bliques (yp05-11-06)

2014 Yorke 0bliques (CPB_3328 ) (cropped)

Beach history – Beach Road section
1974

1979

UNAVAILABLE

2014_Yorke_0bliques (270) Coobowie (Coast Protection Board)

1979_04_15_Yorke_obliques_(130)_YP_Coboowie (SIC)

1997

2014

Map
1997 Yorke 0bliques (yp971102)

2014 Yorke 0bliques (CPB_3325)

Beach history – old quarry section
1974

1979

1974_04_13_Yorke_0bliques (271)_YP_Coobowie (Coast Protection Board)

1979_04_15_Yorke_obliques_(129)_YP_Coboowie (SIC)

1997

2014

Map
1997 Yorke 0bliques (yp971101)

2014 Yorke 0bliques (CPB_3324) (cropped)

Beach history – Hickeys Lane section
1974

1979

UNAVAILABLE

2014_Yorke_0bliques (270) Coobowie (Coast Protection Board)

1979_04_15_Yorke_obliques_(129)_YP_Coboowie (SIC)

1997

2014

Map
1997 Yorke 0bliques (yp971100)

2014 Yorke 0bliques (CPB_3319)
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Appendix D: Photographic analysis of flood defences - Coobowie.

Current sea-flood
protection
Click on the sections to see
current flood protection
Power point version also available upon request

Old Quarry - Dunes
4.29

To Wool Bay
5.05

4.17

4.01
Generally at 3.40

3.05

3.12

2.05

Coobowie
Return to main map

Existing sea flood
protection

Current protection
Access low at 2.14

Caravan
park
section
2.16 at levee end

Map

Traverse levee to Beach Rd

Current protection
Caravan
park
section
Without vegetation
With vegetation

Access low at 2.14

Map

Current protection

1.96

2.16 at levee end

Road :2.30

Beach
Access
1

Map

Current protection
Section 1
24 Beach Road

2.16

Map

Current protection
Section 1
26 Beach Road

1.92
2.16

Map

Current protection
Section 1
28 Beach Road

1.95

Map

Current protection
Section 1
30 Beach Road

1.78

2.10

Highest observed level since 1990

Map

Current protection
Section 1
32 Beach Road

1.83

Map

Current protection
Section 1
34 Beach Road

1.80

Map

Current protection
1.85

Road :1.94

Beach
Access
2

Map

Current protection
Section 2
36 Beach Road

1.85*

*But backed by earth mound

Map

Current protection
Section 2
38 Beach Road

1.75
2.10

1.75
1.75

Map

Current protection
Section 2
40 Beach Road

2.10

Note: Dead and dying vegetation

Map

Current protection
Section 2
42 Beach Road

2.26

Map

Current protection
Section 2
44 Beach Road

1.86

Map

Current protection
Section 2
46 Beach Road

Shell grit levee
1.95*

*Levee height

Map

Current protection
2.22

Low point between levee and fence 1.67

Road 1.83

Beach
Access
3

Map

Current protection
Section 3
48 Beach Road

1.72

Map

Low rock wall with places as low as 1.66

Current protection
Section 3
50-52 Beach Road

Map

Current protection
Section 3
54-56 Beach Road

Map

Current protection

Beach
Access
4
Levee at 1.93

John Chappell surveyed the levee here in 1999 at 2.00m

Map

Current protection
Section 4
32 Beach Road

Eastern edge of park

Map

Current protection
Section 4
60 Beach Road

2.22

Map

Current protection
Section 4
62 Beach Road

2.15

Map

Current protection
Section 4
64 Beach Road

2.15

Old Coobowie Town Hall

Map

Current protection
Section 4
66 Beach Road

2.10

Map

Current protection
Section 4
68 Beach Road

1.95

Map

Current protection
Section 4
70 Beach Road

2.00

Narrow shell grit levee

Narrow shell grit levee

Map

Current protection
2.58*

* low point – 2.40

Road 1.98

Beach
Access
5

Map

Current protection
Section 5
72 Beach Road

2.30

Narrow shell grit levee

Map

Current protection
Section 5
74 Beach Road

1.90

Map

Current protection
Section 5
76 Beach Road

2.05

Map

Current protection
Section 5
78 Beach Road

2.20

Map

Current protection
Section 5
80 Beach Road

2.00

Map

Current protection
2.23

Beach
Access
6
Road 2.05

Map

Low point 1.88

Current protection
Section 6
82 Beach Road

2.10

Map

Current protection
Section 6
84 Beach Road

2.00

Map

Current protection
Section 6
86 Beach Road

2.20

Map

Current protection
Section 6
88 Beach Road

2.20

Map

Current protection
Section 6
90 Beach Road

2.10

Map

Current protection
Section 6
92 Beach Road

2.10

Current protection
Quarry section
Sand dunes in front of old quarry

Map

Current protection
Quarry section
Photo 300

Section of rock fill in low section

Map

Current protection
Dune section
Photo 301

1.58

Walking access ways are low compared to surrounding dune height

Map

Current protection
Dune section
Photo 302

1.54

Map

Current protection
Dune section
Photo 303

1.70

Map

Current protection
Dune section
Photo 304

1.70

1.37

Map

Current protection
Dune section
Photo 305

1.40

Map

Current protection
Dune section
Photo 306

1.63

Map

Current protection
Dune section
Photo 307

1.60

Map
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Appendix E: Council asset register – roads (Coobowie).
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Coobowie Asset Register - Roads (at current and 2050 sea flood risk)
Aset ID

Road Name

From

To
(road/town limit)

Asset Type

5313
5314
5869

Beach Rd (Coobowie)
Beach Rd (Coobowie)
Beach Rd (Coobowie)

Gilbert St
Gilbert St
Gilbert St

Hickeys Point Dr
Hickeys Point Dr
Hickeys Point Dr

Concrete Block Paved Footpath
Concrete Footpath
Upright Concrete Kerb & Channel

8721
6635
7440
6990
6991
7000
7041
7135
7039
7137
7139

Beach Rd (Coobowie)
Beach Rd (Coobowie)
Beach Rd (Coobowie)
Beach Road (Coobowie)
Beach Road (Coobowie)
Beach Road (Coobowie)
Beach Road (Coobowie)
Beach Road (Coobowie)
Beach Road (Coobowie)
Beach Road (Coobowie)
Beach Road (Coobowie)

Gilbert St
Gilbert St
Gilbert St
Cornish St
Daniell St
Gilbert Street
Cornish St
Gilbert Street
Gilbert Street
Cornish St
Daniell St

Hickeys Point Dr
Hickeys Point Dr
Hickeys Point Dr
Daniell St
Johnson Rd
Cornish St
Daniell St
Cornish St
Cornish St
Daniell St
Johnson Rd

Township (Southern Zone) Pavement
Upright Concrete Kerb & Channel
Township Spray Seal Surface
Concrete Block Paved Footpath
Concrete Block Paved Footpath
Concrete Block Paved Footpath
Upright Concrete Kerb & Channel
Upright Concrete Kerb & Channel
Upright Concrete Kerb & Channel
Upright Concrete Kerb & Channel
Upright Concrete Kerb & Channel

GIS
Length

Area
(M)

120
40
380
396.2
396.2
396.2
135
129.2
69
130
69
69
135
129.2

3589.8
3589.8
270
260
270

CRC $
$
$
$

12,336.00
3,860.80
47,678.60

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

71,078.04
49,711.21
27,641.46
13,878.00
13,281.76
7,093.20
16,311.10
8,657.43
8,657.43
16,938.45
16,210.72

$

313,334.20

